Energy use decreases but utility costs mount
By VANCE RICHARDSON
Total monthly utility costs are approaching the
one qua rter million dollar mark, according to James
Madison University President Ronald Carrier.
In the month of September, JMU's electric bill
exceeded $100,000 for the first time, he said, despite a
slight decrease in the amount of electricity consumed
here. Most of the increase can be attributed to the
price the university pays for fuel oil—almost double
what JMU was paying this time last year.
These grim statistics were presented by Carrier
Monday to the first meeting of JMU's energy conservation coordinators, a group of (^students and
faculty members chosen from each dormitory and
department to monitor energy use here.
CARRIER stressed the important role these
representatives have in helping to reduce energy
waste. He noted that their job may not involve much
glamor or recognition, but, nevertheless, "it's an
important job."
"The success of an energy program will be the sum
total of all our efforts," Carrier said. "Each bit of

and outside doors, shut drapes at night when heating
and during the day when cooling, turn off any unnecessary lights, and wear heavy clothing during
cold weather.

energy saved contributes io our overall p.ugram
You may think saving a small amount here and there
is insignificant; however, when you multiply this bit
by 8000 by 365 days, you begin to see the picture," he
said.
"The prime objective" of the energy consevation
coordinators is to check up on common energywasting situations such as open windows, lights left
on when not needed, water left running, and
overheated rooms, according to Carrier. He listed
several energy-saving suggestions: close windows

NOTING that several rapes have been reported
recently in Staunton, Carrier pledged not to cut back
on lights on campus where safety and security are
involved. "I want the lights on campus to provide
safety for our students and faculty," he said.
Carrier also discussed several energy projects
either in progress or under consideration here.
The city of Harrisonburg has been discussing with
JMU plans to build a waste disposal plant that would
convert waste and trash to steam.
"We've agreed to purchase the steam if the city
will build the plant," Carrier said. "The problem now
is finding the proper location" for the plant, he added
JMU has been authorized by the governor of
Virginia to install in its boilers the necessary
equipment to burn natural gas, which is both cheaper
and more plentiful than fuel oil, Carrier said.
(Continued on Page llV
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The President

Few students surveyed understand his work

By CINDY ELMORE
Only slightly more than onefourth of James Madison
University students surveyed
understand the duties of the
university president.
In a poll by The Breeze
questioning student opinions
of JMU President Dr. Ronald
Carrier and his profession,
only 39 of 150 randomlyselected students were aware
of Carrier's duties. Seventynine students did not know any
of his duties, 30 knew some,
and two did not answer. At
first, a few students did not
recognize Carrier's name.
However, 60 percent of the
polled students are interested
in knowing more about the
president's job here. Most
said this could be achieved by
an article in The Breeze

specifying Carrier's duties,
but other suggestions included
the
student
handbook,
periodic "columns in The
Breeze written by Carrier,
and additional on-campus
lectures by Carrier open to all
students.
One reason for students'
lack of knowledge and
recognition of the president
may be because 38 percent of
students polled did not feel
that Carrier is a visible figure
on the JMU campus. Although
60 percent did think Carrier is
visible, in a related question,
48 percent would like to see
Carrier's visibility increased.
One student wrote, "I wish he
could get out and meet the
students more, even though
there are so many."

AN
ADMINISTRATOR'S
visibility may be related to his
perceived amount of power. A
large percentage of students,
on a scale of one to 10, thought
that Carrier has close to (10)
"enormous power in the
operation of JMU," rather
than (l) "Carrier has no real
authority here. He must do
what other authorities tell
him."
Only one student rated
Carrier's power a 10. 51 rated
him a 9 or 8,64 rated him a 7 or
6, 31 gave Carrier a 5,4,or 3,
and three students did not
answer.
Of the students polled, only
23 percent voiced any complaints about Carrier's work
here and, overwhelmingly,
those with complaints either
listed rapid growth of JMU, or

perceived priorities of athletic
interests over academic ones.
Other complaints included:
"I feel his work is politically
motivated," "His choice of
building
priorities
is
misplaced," "He doesn't
seem very sincere and he
doesn't look like a college
president," and "He will not
communicate with students. I
have tried to get an appointment once and he
wouldn't even consider it."
(Continued on Page 19)

Dr. Ronald Carrier

Aide says

Carrier interested
in total campus
By CINDY ELMORE
James Madison University president Ronald Carrier is
"always busy .with something," in the opinion of Alice Liggett,
Carrier's personal secretary.
Carrier does not have a "typical day," Liggett said and a great
deal of his time is spent in lectures, meetings, telephone conversations, conferences, and travel.
In a random poll by The Breeie of 150 JMU students, only onefourth actually understood the duties of a university president.
"He (Carrier) is interested in every aspect of campus and is
constantly striving to improve academics," Liggett said. "If he
runs out of something to do, he finds something."
Liggett said that Carrier, aside from his regular work week,
usually works Saturdays in his office until noon and also spends
many evenings on campus for lectures and meetings.
Carrier recommends faculty to be hired by the Board of
Visitors and approves the appointment of other univensty personnel. He actively seeks JMU's accreditation by various
organizations and attends most athletic events here, she added.

h Memory?
ORIOLES' FANS in Weaver dormitory must
have been disappointed Wednesday when their
team dropped a 4»L decision to the Pirates in

Photo by Chuck Fa»k>

the final game of the World Series. For game
details, see Page 16.

IN ADDITION, he "often finds money for groups needing it," is
active with the six college reunions held at JMU each year, and
continually communicates with individual Board members about
university concerns, Liggett said. He also meets with deans,
departments and philanthropic groups on a regular basis.
The president works to maintain a good relationship between
JMU and Harrisonburg by active participation in community
events. Carrier also meets with community residents about the
effect of university growth of Harrisonburg. "He likes to be a
good neighbor." she said.
(Continued on Page 19)
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SGA tables changes in parking lot designations
By CINDY ELMORE
7
A proposal to recommend
that X-annex and P-parking
lot designations be switched
was tabled by the Student
Government
Association
Tuesday following much
debate on the issue.
The
resolution
was
presented by Buildings and
Grounds committee chairman
Sam Snead as a "bill of
opinion," making the proposal
a senate endorsement rather
than a policy decision.
According to Snead, the
committee agreed that P-lot,
located across from Chandler
Hall, is not fully used by
commuter vehicles and,
therefore, should be changed
to a residents-only parking
lot. The X-annex lot would be
switched to a commuter-only
lot to balance the change.
The switch would minimize
dependence on the new
parking lot across Port
Republic Road by residents'
vehicles at night, Snead said,
because of vandalism, poor
lighting, and inadequate
security patrol there.
Commuter Student Committee chairman Jeff French
told the senate that the same
proposal was brought before
the parking advisory commission and was deemed
unacceptable. The commission is an administrativelevel university organization
that determines campus
parking policy.
"P-LOT IS used as much an
any lot on campus," he said.
"The switch would not solve
the problems of the Port
Republic lot because P-lot is
also designated for those who
aren't students at all." He
added that only two reported
incidents of vandalism have
occurred at the Port Republic
lot this semester.
The proposal was tabled for
further review by committee.
SGA president Dave Martin
recommended the formation
of a special SGA parking
committee research all
parking policy, but the senate
rejected the suggestion,
leaving parking issues with
the Buildings and Grounds
Committee.
Martin also announced to
the Senate that the SGA
executive council voted not to
support a state-wide proposal
to allow student represen-

Alvvays
hold matches
till cold.

P- lot not fully used by commuters, X- annex should
be changed to commuter lot, Snead proposes
tation on boards of visitors of
state colleges and universities.
Other student governments
in Virginia have endorsed the
Broposal. including the
niversity of Virginia student
government.
The Executive council also
approved a $200 donation to
Logan's Run and a $100 to
Circle K to fund a party for
SGA members.
Martin and SGA chairperson pro tempore Charles
Bond selected freshman Teri
Goriczynski as parliamentarian over another applicant
who had been a two-year
senator here. Executvie
council approved the appointment. The parliamentarian receives an annual
SGA-funded scholarship of
$400.
ACCORDING TO BOND,
Siarliamentarian decisions
requently have a direct and
important effect on senate
issues.
SGA
treasurer
Jeff
Bolander told senators that a
bus is scheduled to run hourly
this Saturday-from Gibbons
Dining Hall to downtown and
the Valley Mall. The first run
begins at noon and last bus
arrives at 6 p.m.
If Vallley Mall merchants
fund the service, it will be
continued on a regular basis,
but buses would only run to
the mall and not downtown,
Bolander added. Mall merchants are considering ex-

tending the bus hours on
Saturdays and including
additional days.
SGA secretary Debbie
Smith told' senators that
Charles Bond and C.R. Suddith were appointed to the
Chrysalis Editorial Board by
Dr. Donald McConkey, dean
of the School of Fine Arts and
Communications. Recommendations for appointments
were made by Martin and
unlike past years, the SGA
treasurer was not recommended for the board.
The Senate approved a
finance committee recommendation to fund Inter-hall
Council $175 for dorm prizes
for Homecoming displays,
and also passed a bill of
opinion to recognize Buildings
and Grounds' rapid clean-up
efforts on campus following
task weeks' snowstorm.
According to Mark Davison,
food services advisory
committee
chariman,
Univeristy Food Services
Director Robert Griffin told
committee members that
probably by the end of this
semester, contract dining ID
cards <"»n be transferred to
Dukes Grill on the week-ends.
"IT WASN'T HARD for
Food Services to institute it
(the ID transfer) for Sunday
night. I don't think it would be
hard to get the rest of the
week-end also," he added.
SGA curriculum and instruction committee
distributed
surveys
to

senators polling the desire to
have prayers before senate
meetings. Results will be
tabulated this week.
The Senate approved an
attendance policy proposed by
credentials
committee
establishing impeachmnent
guidelines for senators with
three unexcused absences
from either the senate or
committee meetings.
New business included
proposals to place vending
machines in Ashby Hall and'
Greek Housing, to place an
intercom system in Ashby and
Spotswood Halls and in
Snenandoah apartments, and
a proposal to create a
univeristy hot-line during
adverse weather conditions
stating
cancelled
and
scheduled classes.
Other resolutions included
free replacements for lost or
mangled student ID's, and
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additional lighting adjacent to
J parking lot. All proposals
were referred to committees
for consideration.
In other action, legislative
vice-president
Robin
Lawrence announced two
faculty-student senate
seminars may be held this
year, and pictures and other
wall decorations will be
placed in Duke's Grill.
Bolander said computer
printouts listing all ex
Eenditures by front-end
udgeted organizations is
available to students in the
SGA office. At last record,
$8,671 remains in the SGA
contingency fund, he added.
Administrative
VicePresident Chuck Cunningham
reported on Monday's actions
by the Commission on Undergraduate Studies. The
commission adopted
a
program for computer science
majors, revised catalog
descriptions
for
the
mathematics major, adopted
changes for math minors and
para-legal studies minor
requirements, and adopted
non-teaching options in
Emotional Disturbance and
Mental . Retardation
programs.
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Tokens to keep
love close to the heart
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-fhe-campus doesn't mean off-The-Row
Two fraternities content to tive apart horn university
By TERESA CAVINESS
They're not really offcampus, they're just not on
"The Row."
With other university
housing in the area and a
location that is closer to most
classes than some of the
fraternities on Greek Row, the
brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
and Sigma Pi don't really
consider themselves offcampus.
"It's an honor to be on
Greek Row, but a lot of people
look at it like it's a shrine. All
the groups are privileged to be
where they are," said Don
Haag, Sigma Phi Epsilon
president.
>
Although his fraternity is
not in the limelight of Greek
Row, which is still a novelty
after two years, Haag doesn't
see it as a disadvantage or a
dishonor not to be located
there.
"In the same circumstance,
we also feel privileged." said
Haag, adding that the amount
of space in their house is much
more than that in the houses

on Greek Row.
'•THE FACT that we're not
like anyone else makes us
unique," he added.
Sigma Pi President, Dennis
Jackson agrees that the offcampus location makes the
fraternities unique.
The main disadvantage of
not living on Greek Row is
that independents might be
unaware that there are other
fraternities here. That's why
Sigma Phi Epsilon encourages other Greeks to
come and party with them at
the house, he said.
Greek relations have improved since the conception of
Greek Row, Haag continued.
Unity within the two fraternities has also increased
within the last year.
"Some say we're isolated by
being away from Greek Row,
but here we are more united,"
Jackson said. There's more of
a bond between the brothers,
he said, adding that there
aren't as many influences
around to pull them away.

THE ON-CAMPUS off campus home of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
within the next few years.
Before moving into their
present location, Sigma Pi
Both Jackson and Haag
didn't have a house, and
agree that the amount of party
meetings were held at Shank
space in the two houses is
Apartments. "It was hard to
phenomenal. "The house
holds a lot of people and is
convince people to rush
because
we
couldn't
perfect for parties. When
guarantee them a house as a
someone comes out, he comes
home base," Jackson said.
to party with the Sig Eps,"
Haag said.
SIGMA PI brothers are
more organized now that they
ANOTHER MAJOR advantage of being away from
have their house; they have a
common place to meet
Greek Row is that the houses
If anything, rush has imhold only the brothers, according to Haag. When you
proved for Sigma Pi, achave a situation with incording to Jackson. "There
are no disadvantages as far as
dependents, it takes away
rush goes to living offfrom your brotherhood, he
said, adding, "It makes it a
campus," he continued
The number of rushees for
dorm." Neither of the
fraternities off Greek Row
Sigma Phi Epsilon has
remained consistent with
house independents.
According to Jackson, the
previous years and Sigma Phi
Epsilon, now has a memSigma Pi brothers have more
chances to conduct service
bership of 35, according to
Ron Snyder, Brotherhood1 projects off-campus. One
Development Chairman for - recent project occurred
during the snowstorm a week
that fraternity.
ago, when they shovelled the
Membership between 40 and
snow off their neighbors
50 is the most effective
sidewalks, he said. Also, the
number, Snyder said. There
won't be any problem
fraternity sponsored an open
house to better relations with
maintaining that number, he
neighbors, which Jackson
said, adding that he doesn't
forsee the chapter hitting 60

THE ELBOW ROOM
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 19th & 20th
Eddie Adcock & the
I Second Generation
Progressive Bluegrass

Ph©fo by Glenn Potty

claims was very successful.
"When they (neighbors)
have a complaint about noise
now, they call me first. Before
they would either call the
police or Dr. Carrier,"
Jackson said.
As for moving onto Greek
Row in the future, Haag said it
would depend on who is in the
fraternity at the time. "We
accept the situation as it is
now," he added.
"Right now if the fraternity
took a vote, it would be
inanimous not to move,"
Snyder said.
According to Jackson, the
administration is responsible
for finding housing for the
fraternity If the lease is ever
changed or if the house is ever
sold by its present owner.
"They're happy with what
we've done with the house,"
he said.
As far as housing contracts
are concerned, Sigma Pi and
Sigma Phi Epsilon are still
considered on-campus
residents.
The regulations for parties
are the same as those for any
other fraternity, Jackson
added.
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How's your green thumb?
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Spruce up that drab dorm
room with a flashy geranium
By TERESA CAVINESS
Those bare windowsills that
catch dust, books and papers
I are ideal spots for drooping
vines, flowering African
violets and flashy red
geraniums. • •
But you can't put a plant
iust anywhere. Depending on
how much sunlight and what
kind, direct or indirect, plants
grow better in certain places,
according to Susan Grimes of
the Harrisonburg Garden
Centtr.
Most students wouldn't
want to raise exotic plants
such as orchids or zebra
plants in their dormitory
rooms, which lack necessary
humidity during the winter.
Zebra plants, though popular,
are more of a hot-house type
of plant, she said.
However, lack of humidity
can be overcome by misting
the plants or by placing them
in pebble trays that hold
moisture.
Grouping plants in the
window helps retain moisture
in the soil, thus raising the
humidity.
THE DIRECTION one's
window faces determines
which plants would grow

cactus and succulents, and is
the only environment where
these will survive without
trouble, she added.

better in that room, Grimes
said. Windows facing north
have bright, but indirect
sunlight. Those, facing south
receive direct morning sun,
she added.
The amount of light that a
room gets also depends on
trees or overhangs outside a
window.
Rooms that have little light
throughout the day would
easily harbor such plants as
philodendron and Chinese
evergreens. Direct sunlight

for a couple of hours per day is
best for plants like schesflera
and diffenbachia, she said.
Ferns, rubber trees and
spider plants are relatively
easy to grow where there is
bright light without direct
rays from the sun. Spider
Slants are easy to take care of,
ut students must keep the
soil moist because it has a
tendency to dry out and the
leaves turn brown on the tips,
Grimes said.
Direct sunlight is good for

PLANTS should be watered
according to how much light
they receive, according to
Grimes. A lot of light tends to
dry the soil out quicker.
In low-light situations, too
much water tends to rot the
plant's roots before they have
a chance to grow, she said.
Every plant has its own
requirements for 'light and
water, and students should
find out specific requirements
for each of their plants when
they first acquire them.
Grimes urges that information about the common
and botanical names and the
care instructions should be
obtained immediately.
A book on house plants is a
good purchase for anyone
concerned with flowers and
plants. Problems that develop
should be discussed with an
expert, rather than taking it
upon oneself to correct it.
With little time and effort,
students can "spruce" up
their rooms with indoor plants
for a relatively minimal cost
and relatively little time.
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t homecoming

Parade, footba
By DONNA SIZEMORE
"A fall festival to be
remembered."
That's the way Ben Hancock, director of alumni
services at James Madison
University, described this
year's upcoming homecoming
festivities.

Halloween
October fest
is weekend theme
"Halloween Octoberfest"
will be the theme of the
weekend of special events
scheduled for October 26-28.
According to Hancock, JMU
can probably expect the
biggest crowd ever for what
he called the university's
"tradition of the '70*s,"
because it was not until JMU
had a men's athletic program
that there was a homecoming
here. VaTsity football began
her* in 1974.

Hillcrest in the afternoon, a
soccer match between JMU
and Mercy College, an intersquad women's basketball
scrimmage
and
a
Homecoming dance at 8 p.m.

A host of special activities
have been planned for the
weekend, the highlight of the
activities will take place when
the JMU Dukes take on the
Randolph Macon Yellow
Jackets in Madison Stadium
on<Saturday afternoon. Kickoff time is 1:30 p.m.

IN ADDITION to the parade
and game on Saturday,

THE MARCHING Royal
Dukes have a special half time
show planned, along with a
pre-game presentation
Ms. Matiteon will be
crowned at halftime from a
selection of 10 contestants, all
sponsored by a student
organization. Students will
vote next week for their choice
of the ten finalists who were
selected from among 40
students in a screening
process.
Winners will be announced
during the band, float and
dorm display competition.
A parade will be held prior
to the game which will begin
on campus and continue to the
downtown area, eventually
ending back on campus. Some
20 bands are expected to
perform in the parade, according to Hancock.
Homecoming
weekend
actually begins on Friday with
registration of alumni at

TAKE A DAY OFF FROM SMOKING
NOVEMBER 15,1979

By KATHY HOPKINS
Parking problems continue
to plague James Madison
University commuting
students.
A proposal was brought
before the Commuter Student
Committee Tuesday concerning inadequate parking in
the Lake Complex.
According to the proposal,
the Port Republic lot, which
was created for additional
parking in the Lake Complex,
presents safety hazards from
automobile traffic, vandalism
and possible assaults.
The proposed solution is to
change the commuter section
of P lot, which has a capacity
of 105, to resident parking.

This lot is across from
Chandler Hall.
To counter-balance the loss
of these 105 spaces, the section
of resident lot X that is located
across from the large section
of X lot would be changed to
commuter parking, according
to the proposal.
Some advantages from this
change would be:
better
utilization of paved parking
lots; better utilization of the
shuttle bus that operates for
commuters who park in J and
X lots; use of the Port
Republic lot as an overflow lot
to lessen possible safety
hazards from crossing the
road; lessen the possibility of
vandalism to cars due to the
remoteness of the Port
Republic lot; and to lessen
animosity between residents
and the Campus Police.

and Body Waves
are designed for
Men and Women
with a style
of their own.
Bowhy

Kathy

Hancock
feels
that
"Halloween Octoberfest" is
an especially appropriate
theme for this year's
festivities and believes
"people will be more
creative."
Homecoming 1979 will
provide "a good time,'"
Hancock said.

Parking problems plague
JMU commu ting students

Our haircuts

HAIR DESIGNERS

reunion dinners, receptions,
an alumni barbecue, a horse
show between JMU and Mary
Baldwin College, and a
number of other activities
have also been scheduled.
The University Program
Board will sponsor Kenny
Loggins in concert on
Saturday night in Wilson Hall.

According to Jeff French
CSC chairman very few cases
of vandalism have been
reported in the Port Republic
lot.
He also states that
animosity between residents
and the Campus Police Is no
different from commuter
animosity.
"Commuter parking,"
according to French, "is very
important to the commuter,
for the simple fact that if we
don't have a place to park,
how are we going to get to
classes?"
French said commuter
students are superceded in
priority on this campus by
only one other group, the
handicapped.
"First come, first serve,"
said French, **U you get a
chance, you get a chance, if
you don't... you walk."
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Chandler game room to become coffeehouse
1 anticipate it will look like a turn-of-the-century French sidewalk scene*
By CINDY ELMORE
A small, but permanent
coffeehouse with a capacity
for 75 to 100 students plus
entertainment is being
created out of Chandler Hall's
former game room.
According to Chris Sachs,
student activities coordinator,
the game room was not
successful, and therefore was
a bad use of space.
Chandler Hall head resident
Leslie Stevens said the
Chandler game room had
been closed a few times last
year because it was not in use.
"On campus, we really
don't have an intimate, lowlighted area," he added. "I
anticipate it will look like a
turn-of-the-century
French
sidewalk scene, or similar to
French quarters. It will have
small, round tables and
eventually we plan to get
carpeting."
An aria design class, taught
by Dr. Crystal Theodore, la
designing and redecorating
the room, and the Chandler
hall council it setorHng a
name for the coffeehouse.
ALTHOUGH the first
Chandler coffeehouse function

is scheduled for Nov. 10, the
Center Attic (the coffeehouse
operated regularly in the
Warren University Union
ballroom) will continue to
offer its own programs, Sachs
said, explaining that the
Chandler room is needed for
small,
low-keyed
entertainment for a relatively
small audience.
"Seventy-;..v students in
the ballroom is not comfortable," he said. "It just
looks empty."
"The Center Attic emphasizes purchased talent.
This one will have local talent
and will be based on convenience. We're making an
effort to bring programming
to the students. But Center
Attic will not be closed; we've
not even thought about it."
The new coffeehouse will
provide a forum for student
talent
With a campus of 8,000, a
large number of students have
talent in the entertainment
area, Sachs said. "It could be
anything from reading poetry
to playing the guitar and
singing. Hopefully, it will
catch on to where students
will expand their talents, by

giving them the opportunity to
reduce anxiety in a small,
intimate,
friendly
arrangement."

UPB will donate use of
various equipment, the
residence hall office is
donating furnishings, and

AT A LATER DATE,
professional groups or performers who have been
around the "coffeehouse
circuit" may be funded by
UPB and brought in, he said.

[

The new coffeehouse will
schedule programming two
nights a week on a regular
basis. The particular nights
have not been decided yet, but
the room will be available for
Chandler residents' use the
other five nights, Sachs said.

Campus police report no
problems occurred at the
Pablo Cruise concert last
Thursday night. It was a
"very peaceful, and entertaining evening for all
those concerned," according
to Officer Herbert Lam.
There was some alcohol
confiscated from concertgoers entering Godwin Hall,
he said. All alcohol, including
beer is opened and poured out
by police, according to Lam.
Campus police did report
these incidents for the week of
Oct. 7-14:

"We feel like it's a gift,"
Chandler head resident Leslie
Stevens said. "Students Activities has jurisdiction over
the room. Five nights a week;
we didn't have it at all last
year."
According to Sachs, the
coffeehouse programming
and budgeting will be a
combined effort between the
University Program Board,
Student Activities Office, and
the Chandler residence hall
staff.

max

Student Activities is providing
partial funding. Scheduling
and operation will be shared
by all three groups, he added

police report

1

reported a broken innersection glass door in Bsection. It appeared the door
had been slammed into the
wall, shattering the glass,
police said.
Public drunkenness— A
non-student was arrested and
charged with being drunk in
public, after police found him
in a "very intoxicated state,"
according to a policeman. A
warrant was sworn out before
a magistrate in Harrisonburg
by a campus police o ficer.
Trespassing— A uvenile
has been charged with
trespassing and summoned to
appear in Juvenile Court in
Harrisonburg. The juvenile
had previously been served
with a trespass notice which
forbade him from coming on
campus under any circumstances.

Theft— A six-by-six-foot
tapestry was reported stolen
from a suite in Weaver Dorm
sometime between 10 p.m.
and 2 a.m. on Oct. 13.
Vandelism— The head
resident of Weaver Dorm

GOLDEN CORRAL
Family Steak House
1580 South Main

Redken
Hair Analysis

Is your hair dry and frizzy?
We are trained to prescibe
products that insure the
very best condition for
your hair!
^

STUDENT SPECIAL

Get 10% OFF withJ.M.U. I.D.
Monday thru Wednesday

Come by & Give Us A Try

1

HMOTTGK
SI

While This Offer Lasts
SI

We have a steak in your future"

INEED CREDIT? *%? THE CREDIT GAME
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too young to borrow?
New in town/no references?
Erase bad debt records
Skip bills without ruining credit
Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
Information on updated credit laws and legislation
Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts
>c5^.':s*Send Check or
Money Order to

SOLVE ALL

"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your
command."

THESE
CREDIT
PROBLEMS
with

r

THE CREDIT GAME

Enclosed is $
Name
Address (
City

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO

^^^^^"

303 5TH AVE.
SUITE 1306
•NEW YORK><NV-10et6

ONLY $5.95
(N.Y. residents add 8% Sales Taxi

j

..

Books

, for _

State
Al low <3- weeks for deHvery«

Zip
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Special agent says

FBI actively recruiting women, minorities
By VANCE RICHARDSON
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) is actively recruiting women and
minorities, according to a
special agent with the bureau.
Ed Sulzbach said the FBI,
an almost exclusively white
male organization until
recently, is recruiting women
and minorities whoVe been
overlooked by the bureau in
past years.
Ail FBI agents must undergo an intense 15-week
training session at Quantico
Marine Corps Base in northern Virginia, he said at a
meeting of the Pre-Legal
Society Tuesday night.
All FBI agents are subject
to tranfer, he added, although
this is not as common as it has
been in the past.
Sulzbach, a former high
school principal from New
York who joined the FBI

seven years ago, noted the
broad range of personalities in
the organization. There were
three school principals,
several accountants, a couple
fighter pilots and a black
chemist in the training session
he completed at Quantico.
THERE SEEMS to be a
misconception that the FBI is
made up exclusively of
lawyers and accountants. This
is not the case, according to
Sulzbach's co-worker, Special
Agent RVIM Trotter, though
he "heartily recommends law
school" for those interested in
joining the FBI. "It's a human
science," he said.
"No job is glamorous,"
Trotter said. Being a special
agent is often tedious, but
there is genuine satisfaction
gained from removing a
criminal from society.
Working for the FBI is "95

.vfc INCLEMENT WEATHER '

H

it .

extending
W-Speed
SALE thru
Oct. 20!
MAMS
mi SHOP
UMSColqpAff. Mmsortuu Vr^n
■CYCLES-MOPtDS
SALES AM) SERVICE

434-5151

mmmmm m

wwto by OtfMy Pardut
gaining from removing a * criminal from
society, Trotter says.

"NO JOB IS glamorous." Special Agent James
Trotter says about the FBI. Being an agent is
often tedious but genuine satisfaction is
percen utter boredom and five
gercent sheer
terror,"
ulzbach said. "It's the five
percent sheer terror that we
get paid for," he added
Even though starting
salaries with the FBI are
good, "not too many people
join the bureau for the
money," said Sulzbach, noting
that he and several of his

collegues took cuts in pay
when they quit their jobs to
become FBI agents.
FBI AGENTS are instructing local law enforcement agents in an effort
to "raise the standards of law
enforcement." The bureau
has a commitment to
education, Sulzbach said. It is
for this reason that the FBI is

The basic functions of the
investigative bureau are to
conduct
criminal
investigations, perform
counter-intelligence work, and
maintain internal security.
Last year there were 19,321
FBI employees of which 7,924
were special agents.
sending many agents to
graduate school, he said.

FIGHT CANCER

CHKKUP

OHO

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY [

••••

,

SH0NEY5
ggrrtal Litton

SOMETHING NEW!
Country Br<eakffast

\

We Have

*

BEAN BAG CHAIRS
STUDENT DESKS
ROOM SIZE RUGS
DESK LAMPS
FREE DELIVERY

Downtown On Court Square
^^.,»^lWlWp„

...

-;--*»',*»••

^f*

* Scrambled eggs w/ melted cheese
• Country ham * Biscuits & jelly
*Hash browns
ufM0( VH,iMfitfV Wil
liliah

>.. . . • » »-»-

..........
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—up date

Old Virginia Ham Cafe

Health Center complaints and
intercollegiate debate
Today

One year ago...
(The Breeze. October 27, 1978)
A new Health Center complaint procedure
that would bypass the present system of taking
complaints to the dean of students should be
approved by the Student Government
Association In the next few weeks, according to
SGA President Darrell Pile.
Complaint forms should be available to
students by November 15, he said.
Pile said last that week the SGA has begun
documenting complaints about the Health
Center. This was criticized by the VicePresident for Students Affairs, Dr. William
Hall, who said that his office has had a complaint procedure in operation for several
years.
This system had not been heard of bystudents and is "grossly inadequate," according to Pile. 'The grievance procedure
needs to be more conductive and encouraging
to make students want to use it."
SGA's complaint forms, which would ba
available to students through SGA senators
would be forwarded to the Health Center
Advisory Committee, Pile said. A copy would
also be filed with the SGA.

(The Breeze, October 19. 1979)
The proposal made in the Student Government Association last year to handle Health
Center complaints through the SGA did not
become effective this year.
Instead, "Students receiving care at the
Health Center can complete an evaluation
from upon leaving the center," according to
SGA President Dave Martin;
The evaluation forms are reviewed by the
"nine member student advisory committee,"
Martin said.
At the present time, there are plans to post a
sign in a "conspicious area" In the Health
Center to alert students that these evaluation
forms are available, he said.

A<S P
Hunt's Tomato Ketchup 32 oz 79'
Heinz Genuine Dill or
Kosher Dill

Today

Miller 6 pk

(The Breeze. October 19, 1979)
The James Madison University debate team
currently has twenty members, 10 of whom are
varsity and 10 novices.
There are more than 30 tournaments
scheduled this year, according to Bill Mitchell,
one of the three team coaches. The topic this
year is Resolved: That the Federal government should significantly strengthen the
regulation of mass media in the United States.
Last year, the team qualified for the national
tournament for the first time. Mitchell said
that this means the team was in the top one
percent of all the schools in the nation.
The tournaments involve travel to many
different states, sometimes as far west as
Utah. The university provides "transportation
and meals" for the team, Mitchell said.

12 oz cans

Ann Page Spaghetti

■

-—

99'

1.89

3 lb 99'

Ann Page Spaghetti Sauce
2 lb lor 99*

18 oz 1.19

Jiff peanut butter

Welch Grape Jelly or Jam 20 oz 79'
TotinoJs Frozen Pizzas

■■'

46 oz

16 oz 99'
plus deposit

Coca Cola 8 pk

Five years ago...
(The Breeze. November IS, 1974;
Intercollegiate debate has evolved from a
bawdy battle of wits, which too often resulted
in a battle of fists, into a highly structured
game of verbal ping-pong.
Madison's five-year old debate team has
grown from a fledging group of four students
with one coach, to a twelve member squad with
two coaches. Madison's team has two
divisions, with nine members in varsity and
three members in the novice division.
Traditionally, intercollegiate debate is a
year long activity. A national topic is chosen
during the summer by debate coaches and
argued by debaters from late September to
early April. The topic is usually a current issue
that has two clearly defensible sides and is
broad enough to allow for creativity in
analysis. This Year's topic is Resolved: That
the Power of the Presidency should be
significantly curtailed.
In the course of the debate season, the
Madison debater can expect to participate in
approximately ten tournaments a year and
travel to six different states.

Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops-chicken
seafood-variety of salads and
sandwiches-Virginia ham
-delicious breakfastsMon-Sat 6:30 am-2:00 pm
W Market St. 434-6572

12 oz 99*

A & P Yogurt

3 for 89'

Marvel Bread

22 oz loaf 39*

(HimHuiwiiimiHiiimtiiiiwiimHMiiHMiw
BEER,
WINE.
AND COCKTAILS

Seafood Restaurant
m E. Market St.

434-4923

Anyone Can SELL Seafood
We SPECIALIZE in Seafood
Every Week All You Can Eat Specials
MON.
TUBS.
WED.
THURS.
FRL
SAT.
SUN.

Steamed Shrimp
Fried Clams
Fried Oysters
Fried Clams
Fried Flounder
Fried Flounder
Fried Oysters

6.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.25
5.25
5.95

Includes Cole Slaw, French Fries & Hush Puppies

A & P Sausage

79*

76

A & P all meat franks

1.29 lb

Ann Page bacon

99' lb

■

Smifhfield breakfast links

1.59 lb

Anfou Pears

38* lb
.

Golden Ripe bananas

4 lbs

1.00

2 lb bags of carrots -

49'

10 lb bags of potatoes

99'
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Rugby Fan Club—all
females
interested
in
becoming members of our
newly formed organization
please call Torey (4506) or
Sandi (7484).

Planetarium
The JMU Planetarium will
be showing "How to find a
Fallen Star" on Thursday
evenings through Nov. 22 at 7
p.m. and 8 p.m.

Camp-n-dive
GLOP Divers, Etc. is
sponsoring a Camp-n-dive
Oct. 20-21 at Skips Quarry in
New Market. Diving, beer,
underwater treasure hunt and
nightime bonfire is planned.
All certified divers welcome.
Equipment and air available.
We can help with transportation arrangements.
Pre-register at 433-2177.
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Housing list

Circle K
On Oct. 29 Devin Dvorscak
will be speaking on the Big
Brothers—Big Sisters
program at the Circle K
meeting. The meeting will
begin at 6 p.m. on the Mezzanine—look for a later room
announcement

The Office of Residence
Halls is currently updating the
housing waiting list If you
have not received a letter
concerning your status on the
list and you would like
university housing for the
second eight weeks, the
second semester or next year,
come by the office in Alumnae
Hall, room 103, by Oct 19. If
we do not hear from you by
Oct. 19, we will assume you
are no longer interested in
university housing and
remove your name from the
list.

Art Works

Junior Paul Accardo's
photography is currently
showing in Art Works Gallery
Tailoring class
Downtown. The show which
A class in simplified and
includes nine works of
advanced tailoring techniques
photography will run through
is being offered through the
Oct 20. The Gallery is located
Continuing Education . in
the
Harrisonburg
program beginning Octr"23.
Rockingham Historical
Class will be held on Tuesday
Society at 301 South Main St,
evenings 7-9:30 through Nov.
and is open from 10-4 p.m.
27 in Moody Hall 107. For
Monday through Friday.
further information call 433—
6166 or 433—6349.
#

Medical technicians

Tutors
Tutors in accounting,
economics and math are
needed. Contact Shirley Cobb
at the Counseling and Student
Development Center, 2nd
floor Alumnae, or phone 6552
if interested.
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Emergency Medical
Technicians attending JMU
who are interested in forming
a first response team on
campus may contact Lee
Owen at P.O. 3056 or M-41.

S
E

All students interested in
becoming a member of the
sophomore, junior or senior
class committees will meet at
6 p.m. October 25 in the
meeting room at the Warren
University Union. For more
information, contact the
student government office
(6376).

Math speaker
Professor Paul Stockmeyer
from
the
Dept.
of
Mathematics and Computer
Science at College of William
and Mary will speak about
"Pseudo-similarity in
graphs" at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 24 in
Burruss Hall room ill.

FIGHT
WITH A
CHECKUP

AND A
CHECK

WEWAMTT0
WPE0U7
CANC8?
NKXJR
UFETME
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Blue Mountain is having a
8
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Class committees
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The Office of Career
Planning and Placement is
sponsoring a meeting for all
those interested in public
utilities information on Oct 23
at 4:30 p.m. in the Union
room D The guest speaker
will be James W. Cax, Staff
Supervisor for CAP Telephone
Company of Virginia.

The Office of Career
Planning and Placement is
sponsoring an Insurance Class
meeting on Oct. 22 at 4:30 p.m.
in Harrison Hall, room A-12.
Featured guest speakers will
be Bonnie E. Burkett from
State Farm Insurance
Company, and Wayne A.
Wright from Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company.

Graduate Social Hour is
held in Gibbons Entrance 7
every Friday from 4—6 p.m.
The cover charge is 50 cents
and beer, wine, and snacks
are served.

Kill be held lr. t:e
Jaapler Experimental
Theatre th.!s Friday
and ronaay.

MISS
MADISON
UNIVERSITY PAGEANT, a
scholarship competition
preliminary to Miss America
will be held Jan. 13, i960 in
Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Details of the competition will
be mailed to campus
organizations or interested
Sirties. Contact: Mrs. Louise
eeb, Pageant Coordinator,
Wilson Hall—room 207, 433—
6574.

hsurance class

Grad social

bank CUBtoner
mould fill

Utilities info

A special interested group
meeting concerning the
Nuclear Power issue will be
held on Oct. 23 at 7 p.m. in
Miller Hall Auditorium. The
meeting will be sponsored by
Piedmont Alliance for Safe
Energy and will feature an
award winning film entilted
"Sam Lovejoy's Nuclear
War." A public discussion will
follow.

The SGA is sponsoring a
free bus to downtown
Harrisonburg and Valley Mall
this Saturday. The bus will
leave on the hour beginning at
12 noon from the bus stop at
Gibbon's. The last bus will
leave the dinning hall at 5 p.m.
and arrive back at 6 p.m.

,rsaa dp;«rtn«nt*a
proiuctlofi of Cscar
Ml

Miss Madison

Nuclear meeting

Bus service
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TAPE SALE

T
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fiiday October 10 5 pm to Opm
All day Saturday October 20
7M list Tapes Just 4.WU!
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register for Giant Potter Give Awa
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Chandler Hall Colloquium:
more to life than just a job
By DONNA SIZEMORE
"There is more to life than a
job," is the philosophy behind
the Chandler Hall Colloquium,
a one hour credit course offered in American Studies.
The
Chandler
Hall
Colloquium began in the
spring of 1978 as a result of the
initiative of a student at
James Madison University.
Glenn Clark, a transfer from
the College of William and
Mary first proposed the idea
to the administration. "He
had seen it there and felt the
idea had merit," said Dr.
Sidney
Bland,
history
professor at JMU, cochairman of the American
Studies program and faculty
coordinator for the program
this semester.
Dr. Cameron Nickels, cochairman of the American
Studies program was one of
the primary forces behind
gaining approval for the
course, which he said had

some trouble getting from the
Faculty Curriculum and
Instruction Committee.
"A college education should
be more than something to
prepare you for a job,"
Nickels said. "You also have
to live in the world."
EACH SEMESTER the
Chandler Hall Colloquium
offers a series of lectures and
discussions revolving around
a general theme, generally
selected by students enrolled
in the colloquium. This year's
theme is the arts.
According to Nickels,
students are encouraged to
gain a sense of their own
identity. "We try to emphasize what the impact of
these ideas has on you as a
person," he said.
"It's a different environment. It's informal for
faculty and students," Nickels
said.
Although students are
required to write several short

essays, the pressures of
grading are lifted.
Originally. Chandler Hall
was designated as JMU's
"living and learning center,"
according to Nickels, and it
was for this reason that intially the course was held
there.
ACCORDING TO Nickels,
the course has been very
successful thus far, with an
average of 20 students participating each semester.
"Generally there is a sense
of more freedom," said
Nickels. "I've heard a lot
more give and take."
Nickels cited advantages
for the faculty as well as the
students in this different
learning environment.
"It's been a different kind of
teaching experience," said
Bland. "It offers an interdisciplinary look at topics
that often times get missed.
"It's really nice to talk to
students and they're not there
taking notes," he continued.

IS7 Warsaw Ave.
Turn at Light at
JMU's Front Entrance
Budweiscr
(12 OK cans)
KEG SPECIALS
Budweiser " *«s 16,95
Old Millwaukee
VA keg 13.95
(prices good
thru Sunday)
Sun-Thun til 12 midnight
Fri-Sat til 1:00
nillUIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIINWNHllllllllllUlllllimillllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllltl

PARTY PACKAGE STORE
HONOR STUDENT CHECKS
THURS—SUN
Michelob
Schlitx
world of Gusto
Tuborg Gold
Busch
Party Pad 2
Molson Golden Ale
Heineken Holbnd Imp.
Old Mill & Blue Ribbon "Longnecks"24

PRIME RIB
RESTAURANT
But I
AFTER 10 PM, We
Serve Our Lunch Menu
of Deli-Sandwiches and
Omelets. And YOU GET
20 Percent OFF!!!
Tuesday Nites Our
Special is Barbequed
Beef'Ribs, we butcher
ourselves! 10 Percent
to JMU STUDENTS
ALL THE TIME!!!
SI Court Square
434-2809

t
■■'■i

1
1

2.19
1.89
1.69
3.89
2.59
3.69
5.99

"Party Kegs & Football Specials"
Black Label
ByCarlings
15 gal 19.75
Tuborg Gold
"Go for Gold"
15 gal 22.95
Schlitz
"World of Gusto" 15 gal 23.95
Budweiser
"Brew for You"
15 gal 26.95
Budweiser
7'/* go/ I'M?
Old Mill & Blue Ribbon
15 gal 22.95
Free Ice on Kegs Sales $2.00 value
24 HR. Film Service CHECK OUR PRICES 50% DISC.

Compare quality and
quanity and our prices
are better than anyone
in town. SO, IF YOU
HAVEN'T TRIED US
YET, IT'S COSTING
YOU MONEY!
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WERNER'S 7 DAY MARKET
915 SOUTH HIGH ST. 434-6895

AND REDKEN

Jill Werner- JMU Campus Rep.

teaming up to g/ve you precision cuts, |
V.

permanent, and coloring
:•:

* • See Daily News Record -Other Specials • •

.V.

•x

I

Ellen, Henry, 6 Company

.89

PEPSI COLA 2 Lt. jug

48W.BizobemSt.
434-7375
By Appointment
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New degrees

Commission discusses curriculum changes
y KIM BENNETT
The Commission on Undergraduate Studies
discussed decisions they made
at their last meeting, May 15,
in their first meeting this
semester.
. Last year a new degree
program was approved by the
State Council of Higher
Education
of
Virginia
(SCHEV) and this university.
The plan is for a computer
science major within the
department of Mathematics.
Requiring 24 semester hours
beyond general studies, the
bachelor of science degree
will be initiated in September
1980.
Overlapping courses with
the business department was
the major concern of the
commission. The formation of
die new major will develop the
need for two additional faculty
members. During the next
academic year, students will
be able to get computer
training on three levels.
Not only will the computer
science degree be available
but also the already inprogress Management Information System studies and
teaching degrees in Data
Processing are offered.
DR.
DIANE
M.
SPRESSER. head of the

department of Mathematics
and Computer Science was
present at the Monday
meeting to explain the need
for the new major and answer
questions.
In addition to computer
science, the Mathematics
department
proposed
revisions in the catalog
description of a mathematics
major. The change does not
affect
the
number
of
minimum credit hours for a
math major; but, aligns the
contents of the mathematics
major with that of computer
science,
according
to
Spresser.
In addition, there is a
statement regarding the
appropriateness of physics
electives for a math major.
Finally, the math department
proposed changes in its minor
program involving general
studies requirements and the
addition of a course in computer programming.
Another program concerned
with math minors is the newly
named Political Science
department which had formerly been associated with
the Geography department.
The new description of the
minor will include the deletion
of a course in Office
Management and the inclusion of a class in Legal

Research Methods.
The new course was approved last spring and
promotes instruction in the
use of a law library and the
study of public legal records
such as deeds, birth certificates, marriage certificates and the like.
Currently there are approximately 40 Political
Science minors and many
more majors.
In the department of Special
Education there were two
requests for non-teaching
options. The department
proposed this addition to the
majors
in
Emotional
Disturbance and Mental
Retardation. After surveying
undergraduates enrolled at
JMU and job prospects in the
Shenandoah Valley, the
department saw a need for a
bachelor of science degree
without the teaching emphasis.
CHANGES in the program
would eliminate the core of
education courses and require
a Human Services minor. The
education courses involve
about 24 credit hours and with
the new program a student
could easily double major
with one year in summer
school or a May session.
John R. Gordon, acting head ■

of the department of Physics
presented the final three
proposals before the commission. The first two
proposals dealt with proposed
changes in the bachelor of arts
and bachelor of sciences
degrees in the Physics major.
The B.A. program is designed
to allow students to study
physics with less emphasis on
mathematics, Gordon said.
Gordon also noted that the
degree could be combined
with a major or minor in
another discipline outside of
the science field. The program
is designed for students interested in technical writing,
history and philosophy of
science, and scientific sales or
program management.
Changes in the Physics
bachelor of science degree

would include the addition of
two semester hours for
minimum major studies
requirements. The department will offer four tracks of
study for their students to
follow: Professional Physics,
Medical Physics,
Mathematical Physics, and
General Physics. This is an
effort to improve a student's
opportunities on entering
graduate school and varying
tf> possibilities.
Both of the proposals were
tabled by the commission and
referred to a subcommittee
appointed by Chairman Dr.
Thomas Stanton. The final
recommendation of the
Physics department concerning concentrations in
Astronomy and Electronics
was passed

• Energy—
(Continued from Page 1)
(Physical Plant Mechanical
Engineer Jim Aukland said
the university "is in the
process of determining the
exact specifications " for the
conversion. The next step is to
solicit bids for the project, he
said.)
COMPUTER cables con. necting various buildings to

the central computer for the
building automation system
are being laid in ditches
around campus. The project,
when completed early next
year, will monitor the heating
and cooling of the bluestone
buildings.
Carrier noted that JMU has
a 30-day supply of coal on
hand in case it is needed "We
won't go cold," he promised.

CLOUD NINE WATER BEDS
Cold Weather? Heat your water bed!
Hats -suede, leather, and denim
posters- fishnets-beaded curtains-bongsSale priced suede and leather jackets
The Purple Building 66 E. Market St.
Daily 10-5
Thurs.-Fri. 10-9

The Body Stop
Lee- Levi- Wrangler
Sizes 25-38 $12.98
Entire stock of men's and ladies
shirts, tops and sweaters

20% off
Tke Boittf Stop

Precision At A Discount.
(For students only.)
Come by for a special student discount card. It's
good for a whole year, and entitles you to 10% off
any Command Performance service. Including our
precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique forcutting
the hair in'harmony with the way it grows. So as it
grows it doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does after five
minutes. .
A precision haircut with shampoo ancfeblow-dry
costs just fourteen dollars for guys or gals, less
10% of course. We also offer permanent waves,
coloring, frosting and conditioning. No appointment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely what
you need.
r^AtfV^TJ

Command Performance
1979 First Inte'nation*! SerWes Co<p

The Purple Building On The Court Square
2 North Main St., Harrisonburg
Open Thursday and Friday Nights til 9 p.m.
Opan Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Master Charge and Visa

Valley Mall, Harrisonburg

Mon-Sat 10^ " ' V*M-112P
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Sunday cyclists

Fear disappears at 130m.p.h.
By TIM WALSH
Although the track was wet
and getting worse, Buddy
Sutphin whizzed past the pits
at about 95 m.p.h. Rooster
tails of spray flew from the
rear tire of his 2S0cc Yamaha
as he guided the supercharged
motorcycle down the half-mile
straightaway.
"Slow down, damnit!"
screamed
his
balding
mechanic and sponsor, Kim
Brotten. "Take it easy,
Buddy. Easy!"
Brotten, who competed for
about seven years, knew that
a wet track could spell
disaster. He also knew that
Sutphin had dropped his bike
just six weeks before in his
last race, on dry pavement.
Sutphin, a novice-class
rider, zoomed by again,
winning the qualifying heat by
at least 15 seconds. The
second-place finisher, an
expert-class veteran, was
apparently bothered by the
rain more than the victor.
The triumph placed the 20
year old Sutphin in the
coveted pole position for the
important race the next day.
A victory in that event would
earn him crucial points in bis
quest to advance to juniorclass, one step below expert.
Back in the pits, Sutphin
accepted congratulations
from spectators and an unspoken reprimand from
Brotten for going too fast—
with the same good-natured
grin. Still charged with
adrenalin, he enjoyed his
finest moment.
"I really got in to looking up
at the raindrops on the visor of
my
helmet,"
Sutphin
remarked. This was his way of
dismissing the hazardous
conditions.
Ten minutes later, after
contemplating the risk he had
taken, he offered a more
rational sentiment: "I don't
want to go out there again in
that rain."
SUMMIT ppiijt Raceway is
15 minutes from Charles

Town, West Va. Once a month,
approximately 100 cyclists
gather for a weekend of highspeed thrills on the 2.2-mile
asphalt track. There are about
15 qualifying heats on
Saturdays to determine
starting positions for the main
events on Sundays. Engine
displacement (from lOOcc to
I300cc) and extent of
modification determine which
contests each bike may be
entered in.
Most of the Summit Point
racers are from
the
Washington-Baltimore area.
They all must hold down jobs
during the week; virtually no
money is awarded at this level
of competition. Instead, they
vie for points, and at some
events, for leather gloves or
other racing accessories.
Most riders claim that they
race for kicks, but their intense, sometimes fanatical
pursuit of their hobby seems
to contradict this assertion.
"Yeah, I guess you'd call it
a hobby, an expensive hobby," said expert-class racer
Bill Dietz. "I'm not sure how
much it costs me, but if I
knew, I'd probably quit.
Seems like it takes most of my
money, but at least it keeps
me out of bars."
Sutphin estimatees that it
costs between $3000 and $4000,
mostly for replacement parts,
to keep a bike competitive for
an eight-month season. Only a
third of the riders are wholly
sponsored. The others, like
Dietz, pour a sizable portion of
their income into the venture.
SUNDAY dawns bright and
sunny. At the rider's meeting,
held before practice laps
begin, everyone is eager to get
going. They fidget as a track
official clarifies the meaning
of the eight flags he will be
waving. No one changes expression as the ambulance
flag, a red cross on a white
background, is explained:
"This one does not stop the
race, but be on your toes. It
means that someone is down

on the track and probably
hurt."
A green-and-white rescue
vehicle sits ominously ten
yards away. The two medics,
listening to country music and
enjoying the sun, seem
oblivious to their surroundings.
Serious injuries are surprisingly rare. The fastest
cycles often exceed 130 m.p.h.
and heavy traffic can force
riders to pass with only inches
to spare, but everyone agrees
that racing at Summit Point is
safer than riding on city
streets. All competitors are
required to wear thick leather
racing suits that cover the
entire body, crash helmets,
and sturdy gloves and boots.

the element of fear, but it
surely remains in the back of
the minds of most.

"AFTER riding for a while,
there's no fear, especially if
you have confidence in your
machine and your ability,"
commented Bill Bloom, 19
year racetrack veteran. He
added that he doesn't think
about it much, despite several
injuries, including a broken
arm he suffered in 1974 when
another cycle flattened him
after Bloom had dumped his
Kawasaki.
"If
you
know
the
racecourse, and take it easy
on the difficult turns, you lose
your apprehension. And if you

'...if you do take a fall,
it's over before you know it..'
This safety garb makes it
possible to dump (biker
jargon meaning "to fall off")
at high speeds without severe
injury. Most racers walk
away from a spill with nothing
more serious than minor
scrapes and bruises.
Broken collarbones are by
far the most common major
injury. At this level of racing,
about a dozen riders a year on
the East Coast suffer such a
fracture, according to the
Western Eastern Roadracing
Association (WERA). WERA,
which sanctions this and
similar races nationwide,
recommends that competitors
wear a styrofoam collarbone
protector, but few heed this
advice.
Every racer is aware that
dumping his bike presents
certain bodily hazards,
however
remote,
but
cowardice has no place on the
track. The fainthearted
usually quit racing after a few
outings. Some racers discount

do take a fall, it's over before
you know it. Once you're
down, you know you're okay if
you can get off the bike in a
hurry," Bloom continued.
"No, I'm not scared out
there."
Bill Dietz is not so sure,
however: "Yeah, I get a little
edgy before a race. I guess
everybody does. You could
say that most of us feel this
way. Experience is an important factor, though. The
more you have, the calmer
you feel."
Once a cyclist is on the
track, there is no time for
consternation. Much of the
execution must be instinctive;
remarkable quickness is
necessary to operate a
motorcycle properly. This
demands lightening-quick
reflexes, exceptional coordination, and a cool head.
Every
appendage
is
working constantly. The right
hand controls the throttle and'
front brake. It must be in sync

with the left hand, which
works the clutch, and left foot,
which shifts gears. The right
foot takes care of the rear
brake. In addition, the rider
must always be conscious of
how his weight is distributed.
Most steering is done by
leaning into the curves,
shifting weight to control the
machine. There are no
mirrors on racing bikes, but
riders still have to pay close
attention to the location and
speed of the other cycles.
All of these maneuvers are
done
simultaneously,
sometimes at speeds exceeding 120 m.p.h. on the
straightaway. They do slow
down for curves, of course,
but not as much as one would
think. Picture - tripling the
"Maximum Safe Speed" that
is posted at many curves on
public roads. Most riders take
the "Carousel curve," a
treacherous hairpin turn, at
about 25 or 30 m.p.h, leaning
at a 45-degree angle to the
ground, their right knees only
inches from the pavement.
POISED at the starting line.
Buddy Sutphin and the other
250cc supermodified-class
racers revved their engines.
The starter waved the green
flag, and the finely honed
machines roared down the
straightaway, leaving a cloud
of exhaust. Sutphin took the
lead entering the first turn.
Suddenly, he began losing
speed. The other bikes flew
past: Sutphin extended his
right foot, indicating that his
cycle was disabled. A piston
seizure paralyzed his engine.
He rolled the crippled
vehicle off the tack forlornly.
The dejected biker was out of
this race, and out of the
running for another month.
With luck, the engine could be
repaired in time for next
month's race.
"Buddy's got racing in his
blood." Brotten said. "He's
serious about it. Too serious.
Buti was the same way when
I was his age."
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Artfile—
Who topped the bill?

Stephen Price:
Pablo Cruise
drummer 'loves
the backbeat'
Photo by David Johnson

By DWIGHT WERNECKE
If you've been at this
university three years and
still don't know what to major
in, don't give up hope.
Stephen Price has an interesting story. "In school I
didn't want to be in woodcrafting or metalcrafting, so I
went into the marching band.
They asked 'What do you do?'
and I said 'Nothing,' so they
sent me to the drums.
And now he's the drummer
for Pablo Cruise, just starting
a 30-40 date tour promoting
their fifth album, "Part of the
Game."
"I love the backbeat,"
explained Price, who went
from his high school marching
band to a drum and bugle
corp. to playing along with
Beatle albums, to a dance
band playing swing music
from the "big band" era.
Price met current Pablo
Cruise keyboard player Cory
Lerios in 1968 and the two
decided to go to England,
where they lived for about
four months. "We'd just
travel around playing music,"
said Price, "and then come
back to our little apartment."
Lerios started out playing
classical piano—"recitals and
the whole thing"—and later
switched to a rock and roll
approach. But the classical
roots are still evident in his
songs and those co-authored
with guitarist David Jenkins,
particularly "the first song we
ever recorded,
'Ocean
Breeze,' " according to Price.
The band's new album is
"our best so far," Price stated
emphatically. "It blows the
doors off the last one!"
"IT WAS harder to make
than any of the others. The
material is more demanding
and we were more picky. In
fact, we rewrote some of the
songs while we were in the
studio."
"Part of the Game" is due
to be released Oct. 31 and has
"more rock and roll on it,"
according to production
manager Terry Persons.

Three of the new songs were
played Thursday night during
their Godwin Hall Performance : "Tell Me that You
Love Me," the title cut "Part
of the Game" and a recently
released singled, "I Want You
Tonight."
"Recording and touring are
two completely different
worlds all together," said
Price as he toweled off sweat
from the bands first JMU
appearance. "Concerts are a
real challenge, but in the
studio, every note has to be
perfect. You've got to hit
every note exactly on-thebeat.
"They're both a great
time," he continued, "there's
nothing like going nuts on
stage, but there was a time
when I just wanted to record."
Price has done session work
for many artists, including
John Townsend of the Sanford
and Townsend Band.
When touring, however,
Price prefers playing colleges
or smaller halls to stadiums
and big coliseums.
"Colleges are great because
they're more aware of what
you are doing—the people are
there to get involved and
enjoy themselves. There
aren't as many loaded fools,"
Price said.
"We played a place in
Florida where I was really
worried about the equipment.
People
were
throwing
firecrackers and beer bottles
from the upper seats at each
other and the people below. It
was crazy."
PRICE ALSO recalled three
weeks spent "relaxing" in
Japan. "The Japanese are
very cool, very proper. The
security at their shows is
really tight. They aren't
allowed to stand up or
anything so they would sit
right on the very edge of their
chairs and then go nuts at the
end of every song. They
screamed and yelled and
jumped up and down but as
soon as the next song started,
pfffft, they would sit down

again
"The groupies were absurd
though," Price said. "They
chased our cars and just invaded the hotel. It was
Valentine's
Day
and
everywhere we went there
was a little girl with a
chocolate heart standing there
saying
something
in
Japanese."
The band also plans to visit
Australia and may go to
Europe to appear on television
there.
NATURALLY, music also
fills a lot of the long hours on
the road, "(ex—Doobie
Brother) Tommy Johnson is
my latest rave," said Price.
"He is really hot.
"I also like the Crusaders,
lots of Latin music -^"percussion, classical FM radio
because it's so peaceful,
George Benson and the new
Eagles album," he said.
Every touring musician
dreams of his band getting top
billing after spending months
and even years touring as a
warm-up act. "You work hard
for a headline and you're very
grateful when you get it,"
Price said. "You get to have
your own production, your
own lighting and sound and
your own real engineer. Plus,
if I didn't have my palm trees,
I'd be bummea, he said,
referring to Pablo Cruise's
stage decorations.
"It's like developing a team.
You get the right combination
of individuals and there's
nothing like it."
Producer Bill Schnee has
helped the Pablo Cruise sound
tremendously, according to
Price. "His engineering
techniques are just amazing,
and he likes lots of loud
drums."
Regarding Thursday night's
JMU performance, Price said
"I was pretty impressed
myself," and as the band left
for the Harrisonburg Sheraton
Inn after the show, he called
back over his shoulder, "We'll
be back, and that's a
promise!"

Photo by p«vid Johnson

STEPHEN PRICE works up a sweat during last week's Godwin Hall concert.

By CHARLES DAMBOW1C
It is rare when an opening act is more popular than a
featured performance. Yet Eric Veterick and Ron
Gentry, the warm-up musicians for Paul Rosen and
Disturbing The Peace, were just that.
Gentry, the lead singer, played acoustic guitar and an
occasional bit of harmonica. Veterick backed up his
partner's James Taylor voice with a Gibson electric sixstring.
The vocals sounded great on songs like "Country
Road" and "Long Ago and Far Away." But the JT sound
didn't make it on some of the other pieces such as
"Already One" by Neil Young.
This was not evident in the crowd's reaction. The
audience was in fact very attentive, and seemed to love
everything that Gentry and Veterick sang. Especially
"Poor Rich Man,*! an original piece by Ron Gentry,
which was the highlight of this performance and
received the only standing ovation of the evening.
, There were, however, too many oo-oo's, and yeahyeah's in the act. But if this group can outgrow that then
they have a good future ahead of them in music.
THERE seems to be a common opinion that a song is
not a song if it doesn't have lyrics. This can lead to
several problems, which Paul Rosen and company
experienced Tuesday night during their Coffeehouse
performance.
The first of these is the ever-existent need for a good
vocalist, which Disturbing the Peace lacked. The second
problem is that you need good lyrics if you are going to
sing, especially to an audience. This was not a problem
at the beginning of the show. The first song that this
group sang, "Friend of the Devil," by the Grateful Dead,
has excellent lyrics, but here the first problem arose.
The final trouble, caused by either one of the first two,
is that if you have bad lyrics, or bad vocals, no one
bothers to listen to your accompaniment.
Paul Rosen was excellent on both guitar and mandolin, which he played interchangeably with his back up
performers, Dennis Lundblad, lead vocalist, and Pete
Ross who played banjo and guitar, and sang a little.
Rosen's final statement to the audience of twenty—
which had dwindled from the sixty or so that Ron and
Eric left them with— was "This is a band you'll probably
never see again."
Even if I never see Disturbing the Peace again, I hope
they will work on their music and get some good
vocalists. They have potential.

UNTITLED, one of two photographs in multimedia
Artworks exhibit.

Now showing
By BARBARA MILLER
The National Art Education Association art show at
Artworks, the student gallery, features a diverse group
of talent and 13 different mediums.
The show, which opened Oct. 14, runs until Oct. 26.
Artworks Gallery is located in Zirkle House on Main
Street and is open ' until 5 p.m. daily.
Some of the more interesting pieces in the show are
ceramics by Linda Harding and Debby Coluin, a woven
tapestry by Cheryl Rae, and a paper sculpture by David
Trisdale.
The show features 15 artists, all members of NAEA.
NAEA is "open to anybody interested in art and the field
of education," said NAEA president, Lisa Cary. Cary
said the organization consists mostly of art and art
education majors but it also benefits education majors.
NAEA is affiliated with the National Education
Association but is more "specialized," according to
Cary. There are student as well as professional chapters
of the NAEA, and each state has its own statewide
chapter.
The NAEA is involved with a variety of projects
besides the art show. Recently, they painted Sesame
Street characters on the walls of the Dayton School for
the Handicapped. They also provide services for prisons
and nursing homes, take a yearly field trip to Fairfax to
see what the student art teachers from James Madison
are doing, and invite guest speakers to lecture at their
meetings.
Artworks gallery reserves space for the NAEA show
every year, because NAEA is one of Artworks sponsors.
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~Sto«i Take*"
California shocker

Big pile-up

EL CENTRO, Calif. (AP)-Aftershocks as
strong as moderate earthquakes continue to
jiggle the valley floor, but the farm towns of
Imperial County are returning almost to
normal following the state's worst quake in
eight years.
Damage estimates from the quake,
measuring 6.5 on the Richter scale, range up to
$10 million, but are expected to rise as debris is
removed and experts can see hidden damage
to buildings, bridges and highways.
As Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Jr. stopped in El
Centro on Tuesday, an aftershock measuring
5.2 rattled the area.
Monday's quake left cracks in state Highway
96 up to 4 inches wide. The six-story Imperial
County Service building tilts to one side with its
windows shattered in downtown El Centro.
Stores and restaurants have begun reopening, however.
The quake was felt in Los Angeles, 200 miles
away, as well as in Phoenix, Las Vegas, and
San Diego. Ninety-one people were reported
injured but there were no deaths.
The Ail-American Canal, which supplies all
drinking and irrigation water for most of the
valley, was damaged and flowing at about 15
percent of normal capacity. Some towns had
only a two-day supply of water in reservoirs.
Imperial County Irrigation District manager
Bob Wilson estimated damage at $1 million
along five miles of the canal near Calexico, the
border town nearest the quake's epicenter.
Where the Imperial Fault intersects the
canal, earthen embankments had caved in,
chunks of canal wall were lifted up, and cracks
spread.
The incessant aftershocks were a worry to
firefighters overseeing the draining of 630,000
gallons of gasoline and diesel fuel at a tank
farm. Three of the tanks had cracked and
leaked. Officials were worried that a jolting
aftershock could spark a fire "that they'd see
in Los Angeles."

Ten years later...

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-The engineer of a
packed commuter train may have ignored a
signal and caused an early-morning threetrain pileup that sent 442 commuters to area
hospitals, investigators say.
All but 26 of the injured have been released
from hospitals, and only one of the injured, a
conductor on one of the trains, was reported in
serious condition, authorities say.
"I was standing in a rear vestibule when I
suddenly found myself plastered against the
wall," said Robert Burke in describing the
wreck.
"The train was going at high speed when I
suddenly realized he (the engineer) was applying his emergency brakes. Two seconds
later-boom," recalled Burke, whose train hit
the rear of another train, Tuesday, forcing it
into the rear of the third train.
About 1,200 passengers were aboard the
trains when the accident occurred about 8:15
a.m. Tuesday on the Media-West Chester line
just beyond a curve in southwest Philadelphia,
officiate said.
Officials said a preliminary investigation
indicated that the engineer of the last train had
failed to obey a signal telling him to stop and
the proceed slowly.

Mighty merger
LOS ANGELES (AP)-SheU Oil Co. has agreed
to acquire Belridge Oil Co. for $3.6 billion, a
deal, which if completed would be the largest
corporate merger ever.
Belridge is estimated to have 376 million
barrels of oil reserves, mostly in California.
Much of that is "heavy oil," which is exempt
from federal price controls. Mobil and Texaco
now own about 35 percent of Belridge and had
fought the Belridge decision to put itself up for
auction. They were outbid in the auction.

Boat people
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (API-Malaysia
has admitted about 350 Vietnamese boat
people into refugee camps this month, refugee
officials said today.
There are about 40,000 refugees in Malaysian
camps currently, down from a peak of 76,500 in
mid-June.
Last month about 9,726 refugees left
Malaysia and 5,270 of them went to the United
States.
This month less are expected to leave,
mainly because the United States is expected
to fly out only about half of last month's figure.
. .This is because the United States is taking
more refugees from Thailand, Indonesia and
other countries this month, the officials said.

NEW YORK (AP)-A teenager was given the
maximum sentence of 15 years in prison for
leading an assault last summer on Central
Park strollers, including former Olympic iceskater Dick Button.
Manhattan Supreme Court Justice Thomas
B. Galligan said Tuesday Kenneth Straw, 19,
must serve five years before becoming eligible
for parole. Two accomplices were sentenced
to nine years and must serve a minimum of
three years.
Assistant District Attorney Stephen
Dreyfuss said Straw had an "astonishing
criminal record" of 19 arrests dating to 1970
when Straw was 9.

Who's the pig?
CHICAGO (AP)-Princess Margaret referred
to the Irish as "pigs" during a dinner party
converstion with Chicago Mayor Jane Byrne,
who is of Irish descent, a Chicago Sun-Times
columnlist reports.
Irv Kupcinet said Tuesday the two women
were sitting at the same table when Mrs
Byrne remarked that she had attended the
funeral of Margaret's cousin, Lord Louis
Mountbatten in London. Mountbatten was
killed last month by a bomb planted by Irish
Republican Army assassins.
"The Irish," Princess Margaret was quoted
as saying, "they're pigs."
Then, she told the mavor, "Oh, oh, you're
Irish," Kupcinet reported. Mrs. Byrne left the
party as soon as possible, he wrote.
"She, the mayor, was very incensed,"
Kupcinet said late Tuesday night. "She's very,
very Irish, you know."

'Pretty good' stuff
PUEBLO, Colo. (AP)-Eight to 10 tons of
"pretty good" Colombian marijuana was
found aboard a four-engine DC-7 cargo plane
abandoned at Pueblo Memorial Airport with
its engines running, police said.
The Pueblo airport was closed when the
large turbo-prop plane landed in the pre-dawn
darkness Tuesday.
Police said the pilot
probably landed because of mechanical
problems.
The crew had fled, leaving the lights and
engines on, by the time a guard arrived, police
said.
Two suspects later were taken into custody,
said Sgt. Ed Arriaga, information officer of the
Pueblo Police Department.
One of the suspects subsequently was
arrested for investigation of possession of
dangerous drugs and possession of drugs for
sale. He was identified as Richard Wellman,
41, of Miami Lake, Fla.
The second person still was being detained
for questioning, but had not been booked,
police said.
A search of the prairies east and north of the
plane by officers on foot and in vehicles was
called off late Tuesday, but police said other
suspects still were being sought.
Police estimates of the value of the cargo
ranged from $1 million to $6 million.
The marijuana in the plane was in large
sacks each containing 75 to 80 pounds of the
weed. "There looks to be 400 to 500 of them,"
said Arriaga.
"They (the narcotics officers) say it is pretty
good Colombian marijuana," said Arriaga.
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COLLECTIBLES,

'You've all the ingredients for a fabulous
Fall semester right here in our latest
sportable separates group! Now, when
you want to "be yourself"...stylishly
making...
Look for our Co-Ed
fashions upstairs
101 Grace St.
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Homecoming Revue!II
Wed., Oct. 24 Wilson Hall

* UPCOMING MOVIES *

8 pm

Friday and Saturday,
Oct. 19 a 20:

With guest JA.C.'s:

y

a BURST of FUN
and ADVENTURE

Wilt DisneyE
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I A NIGHT AT THE RACES
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Monday and Tuesday,
'
Oct. 22 a 23:

| Come with UPB to the Charlestown
|
Turf Club
|
Bus /eaves Godwin at 3:00,
November 7

|ONLy$J5.00depcsitdueoct.26
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RETURNS!

Thursday, Oct. 25

Tuesday, Oct. 30

<fbe cgenter frttlc

8 30 pm
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KENNY LOGGINS
Saturday, October 27
Godwin Hall 8 pm
Advance Tickets:
$6.00 with JMU ID
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Fans treated to fine series
Bucs and Orioles stage exciting competition

By DAN MCN1EL
There are a few times in one's life when a person
pauses during an event to ponder the fact that the
moment experienced will remain a special one
when viewed many years later.
The writer had such an opprtunity over the
weekend, journeying north for THE sporting event
of this country— the 1979 World Series. In the life of
a sports writer and a Pittsburgh Pirates fan, the
mecca to the Iron City for Game Five on Sunday
culminated an enduring devotion to both sports and
the Bucs.
Labeled the "autumn classic" the extravanganza
has bordered on being renamed - the "winter
special". Despite the weather's undying chill,
baseball has treated its loyal followers and the parttime, I-just-watch-the-series fans to one of the best
seven game struggles in history.
The day dawnea in typical October sunshine in
Harrisonburg but the sky progressively darkened
with each mile makrer along the interstate. The
starting time of 4:30 led one to believe that "long
johns" and a down jacket would be comfortable
anytime after the fifth inning. The Pirates fans,
over 50,920 strong, gave their team a slighly cool
reception during the pre-game ceremonies and the
2,000 empty seats indicated the loss in game four
had dimmed some of the faithful's enthusiasm.
RIGHT FIELDER DAVEParker drew taunts
from the dissatisified patrons who had 24 hours ago
witnessed another patented comeback from the
talented opposition, the Baltimore Orioles. Omar

Moreno, hitting below his weight in spite of wellcovered support from his wife, was second to
Parker in boos, hisses, and other nasties tossed
about Three Rivers Stadium.
Like concerts, the darlings known as fans, give
the series competition with varied idiosyncracies
that distinguish the view from the stands as opposed
to the 26 inch screen with the accompanying "tell it
like it is" commentary.
Of course for the greedy, one can have the best of
both worlds. Seated in center field a few rows up,
there were not one. not two, but three television sets

'the moment will be a special
one when viewed years later'
resting on the laps of the confused follower who is
caught in the middle of the media and the magic.
There is probably one in your neighborhood; these
are the serious fans.
An uneasiness swirled around the spacious
structure as the dreaded Orioles appeared on the
verge of making this fall classic a short one.
Baltimore placed men at first and third with no outs
in the fifth, the first big scoring opportunity in what
had been an outstanding duel between pair of lefthanders, Pittsburgh's Jim Rooker and Orioles' ace
Mike Flanagan.

SPORTS

THE GLOOM BRIGHTENED with a double play
but the worried creases across the foreheads ofthe
Pirate following reflected the nagging thoug that
Baltimore had all the runs needed to wrap things
up.
How do you spell relief? In this case it was two,
r-u-n-s in the bottom of the sixth inning to raise the
volume of the previously weak "Let's go Bucs"
chant to its highest pitch yet.
Cries of "Fo-li, Fo-li" were voiced in the seventh
as the Pirate partisans sensed a rare chance to
knock out a hevyweight contender in the closing
rounds. The Pirates shortstop did not disappoint,
rapping a run-scoring triple that brought the fans to
their feet. Schmidt's beer to the concrete, and Earl
Weaver to the mound.
The earlier widespread derision vanished when
Parker lashed a double off Tippy Martinez, the
third Oriole pitcher, for the Pirates fourth run
TIGHT RELIEF PITCHING and three insurance
runs in the bottom of the eigth brought on the first
rendition, of the Pirates' theme song, (the disco
tune sure to deafen the rock n'roll purists' ears)
"We Are Family."
One would have thought it was game seven when
Oriole catcher Rick Dempsey flied out to Bill
Robinson in the ninth. The exuberant fans poured on
to the field on a smaller scale in comparison to
famous turf tearings like the one in Shea Stadium in
1969. Two partisans evidently expected a lengthy
celebration, setting up a tent on the pitcher's mound
before receiving a friendly escort from the enforcers.
(Continued on Page 17)
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Mullenex's decision benefits Dukes
The Breeze JMU athlete of the week
By DAN McNIEL
There is an old line from the Wizard of Oz
that goes "there is no place like home." For
Jon Mullenex, the area was definite but the two
schools located within four miles of each other
posed the conflict for the Eastern Mennonite
High soccer player.
"When I was growing up I heard a lot about
the Madison College soccer program and my
dad taught there," Mullenex remembered. "A
lot of my friends from high school were going
to Eastern Mennonite College and I'll always
wonder what it would have been like to play
soccer there."
Fortunately for coach Bob Vanderwarker
and the JMU soccer team, Mullenex followed
his father across the town to begin what has
developed into a fine career for the senior team
captain who has made a major contribution to
the Dukes soccer program.
Mullexnex, raised in the shadow of Eastern
Mennonite High School, said he never considered another high school. As far as soccer
goes, the senior economics major was fortunate to have attended the school since it was
the only school in this area with soccer. The
severe lack of interest in soccer in the
Harrisonburg area has affected Mullenex's
career.
"I THINK PEOPLE around here are hurting
since there are few teams and no summer
leagues," Mullenex. "Guys in New York do
have an advantage since they can play in
summer leagues. Here you can play in pick-up
games over the summer but its just not the
same. I think everyone is waiting for
Harrisonburg to start a team."
Mullenex's play over the past four seasons
for JMU would seem to indicate that the area's
lack of interest has not been detrimental. His
two goals in JMU's 2-1 upset of nineteenth
ranked N.C. State last week moved him into
fourth place on the all-time JMU scoring list.
The two goals pushed his career total to 18 in
addition to-10 assists.--Mullenex moved past
assistant coach Tom'Ritey*and has progressed

steadily up the ladder after starting the year in
sixth place.
Mullenex's individual effort this year have
closely paralleled the results of the Dukes.
Both started slowly but are seeing more and
more light at the end of the tunnel.
"There was a problem with team morale at
the beginning of the season and part of that
was the fact we were losing. We nad a lot of
new players. There was a lot of frustration and
we just weren't working well together as a
team," Mullenex concluded.
Mullenex began the season at left halfback
before being moved to the forward line as a
striker, a change he thinks may have turned
his season around. "I was moved to striker the
Roanoke game and I feel more comfortable
there than I did at halfback. At the first of the
year, I wasn't playing good and was a little
frustrated like everybody else."
He sees his role as a captain"as the usual one
between a coach and a player" but one of increased significance during the tumultous
start. "I tried to work on keeping the team
together, especially at the first of the year. You
. try to befriend new people and make them feel
a part of U?e team "
MULLENEX STARTED three games his
freshman year and turned in "a' "creditable
rookie performance with three goals and sevetf
assists.
The fabled sophomore jinx tested Mullenex
the following year and the causes for the
troubled season are still unclear, "I don't know
what happened or why things didn't go right. I
got frustrated." Mullenex remarked. "Shots
seem to bounce off the goal post more often
when you're not scoring. You still have your
confidence and you try hard, but something is
not there."
Mullenex said "last year started off the
same way." But his fortunes his junior year
changed for the better before mid-season and
he finished tied with Hal Partenheimer for
^.Points, scoring ,seyep, go^ls^^ #
>:■.
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JMU tops Super Bees in overtime
By DAVK PARKER
Down 1-0 with a minute to
play, the James Madison
University soccer team tied
the score and went on to
defeat the University of
Baltimore 2-1 in the second
overtime period of play before
a large crowd at Madison
Stadium.
With time running out in
regulation play, forward Jon
Mullenex made a series of
dazzling moves and crossed
the ball to midfielder George
Ackerman. who then calmly
placed the ball in the back of
the net to tie the score and
send the game into overtime.
The Dukes were plagued
early in the game with the
same problems they encountered in earlier games.
They were being outhustled to
the ball and kicked away
many scoring opportunities.
"We neededto settle down,"
commented Coach Vanderwarker. "At times we lost
our minds and just kicked it
long instead of looking for the
right pass."
Behind by a goal at the end
of the first half and outshot 9
6, the Dukes were forced to
apply more in the second half.
The Dukes started the
second half strong, but once
again resorted to the ball
control strategy that was
unsuccessful in the first half.
And, as in the first period, the
forwards were unable to fire
any serious shots at the
Baltimore goalkeeper.
Suddenly with less than ten
minutes to play, the Dukes
offense launched a brutal
assault on the Super Bees'
keeper which eventually led to
the tying goal.
"If we don't play physical
and go after the ball, then we
won't win," pointed out Coach
Vanderwarker on the physical
style of play. "We figured that
if we don't get the 50-50 balls,
the ones that could go either
way. then we aren't going to
win."

Obviously, the Dukes' newly
found
weapon,
aggressiveness, paid off since
they were now in command of
the game at the start of the
two ten minute overtime
periods. The Dukes' completely dominated the first
overtime but watched a shot
by midfielder Billy Gannon
bounce off the goal post.
The score remained 1-L
going into the final ten
minutes of play. The referee's
lack of control almost turned
the game into an overly
physical contest.
A near brawl occurred when
forward Eric Johnson dove at
the feet of Baltimore
goalkeeper Chris Vaccaro for
a loose ball and Vaccaro
responded with an elbow to
Johnson's head.
JMU snapped the tie with a
little over seven minutes
remaining when fullback
Mark Bost knocked the
rebound of a Jon Mullenex
shot into the goal.
The Dukes were now up 2-1.
and needed only to protect
their lead in th final minutes.
The Duke's defense led by
Billy Gannon and Jon Miskel
stymied nearly every attempt
made by the Super Bees
forwards to score. When the
opposing forwards made
penetration the brilliant
goalkeeping of Jim Edwards
preserved the Duke's 2-1
overtime victory. Edwards
was forced to make eleven
saves and each one seemed to
come at critical points in the
game.
Viccaro was forced to make
only five saves, but received
physical abuse every time he
went through a crowd for the
ball.
In the end, it was not the
team that took the most shots
or made the most saves, but
the team that applied
relentless pressure and that
paid off for the Duke's in their
fourth win in nine tries.

Pfv>fo by Sandy P»«tow

Players fight for the ball during the Dukes' 2-1 win.

*Fans
(Continued from Page 16)
The weather tourned out to be almosty
balmy with sunshine for over half the game
and bearable temperatures for the entire nine.
And you were there.
A WORD ON THE "SERIES" OF EXPENSES — At first glance, the World Series
ticket price of ten dollars seemed very
reasonable in light of the fact that most major
universities charge eight to ten dollars for one
college football game. But there are a few

incidental expenses along the way.
In addition to money for gas (few lower than
a dollar a gallon in Penny si vannia), it will cost
you over five dollars for your roller coaster
fare on and off the Pennyslvannia Turnpike.
The hour-long, monotonous traffic jam ends
with a $2.50 fee for parking. A tall cup of beer
runs $1.25 and hot dogs are half of that The
World Series program, spruced with brilliant
photography, is perhaps the second best
bargain at two dollars.

Women's tennis

Duchesses easily handle Mary Baldwin, 6-3
By RICH AM ACHE K
The Women's tennis team swept five of six singles
matches from Mary Baldwin College to earn a 6-3
victory Monday.
Number two ranked Cathie Tyler led the way with a
6-1 first set to win the match by default when Alice
Bartlett became sick.
Mary Perkins playing at the number three position
downed Wendy Wetherhold 6-4, 6-3 and Patti Owen
beat Francis Oxan 6-4, 6-2.
Freshmen Rita Santarpia and Ann Perkins had
little difficulty eliminating their opponents at
numbers five and six. Santarpia whipped Lisa Bach
6-3. 6-0. Perkins remained the Duchesses only undefeated player shutting out Kathy Rotty 6-0, 6-0.
HEIDI HESS the Duchesses number one player
suffered defeat at the hands of MBC's Ana Filipowise
6-3.6-0 "Heidi always faces the toughest players,"
commented coach Maria Malerba, "She has to play
the scholarship players, something we don't have."
MBC stiffened up during the doubles matches,
winning both the number one and two matches.
Filipowise and Bartlett took a straight set from Hess
and Tyler 6-3. 6-0. Mary Perkins and Santarpia
played a tight match against Wetherhold and Oxen
but succumbed 4-6. 7-6. 2-6.
Owen and Perkins upped their doubles record to 6-1
halting Bach and Rotty 6-2, 6-0 to record JMU's only
doubles win.
Coach Malerba thought the Duchesses played well
and was pleased with the win. "It was a good win for
us They beat us in the spring 8-1. and we beat them 72 last fall. The series always seems to swing back
and forth. We really get psyched up to beat them
because they're so t^e/V. Q Jy. fl #\,

LAST WEEKEND JMU competed in the Tennis
Life Tournament held at George Mason University,
and finished in a tie for sixth with Salisbury State
College.
The Duchesses entered players in all four singles
flights, but lost in first round competition in each
match.
In flight one action. Mount St. Mary's Virginia
O'Donnell held off Hess to; knock her out of competition. Hess made a comeback in the consolation

Sullivan (6-3,6-2) of Goucher. Hess then lost to VCU's
Joan Liscio in the semifinals 6-2, 6-6.
Tyler turned in a carbon copy of Hess's performance losing in the first round of the second flight
to Becky Sweet of Salisbury State College 6-2,6-1. She
rebounded for a strong consolation finish, losing in
the semifinals to the University of Richmond's Sue
Clagget 6-1. 4-6. 6-3.
tournament posting consecutive wins over Kathy
Healy of Mary Washington (2-6, 6-3, 6-1) and Leslie

Field hockey loses to Tech

By CATHY HANKS
The Duchesses field hockey
team lost a second frustrating
game in strokes to Virginia
Tech 4-3 on Tuesday.
JMU lost their previous
game on Saturday to Virginia
1-0 after a double overtime
failed to produce a score.
The two defeats drop JMU's
record at 7-2-2 for the season
and further hampers their
attempt to be nationally
ranked.
Last weekend's
defeat at the hands of tenthranked Virginia kept JMU out
of the top twenty even though
they still received votes again
this week.
In Tuesday's game. Tech
scored quickly, driving one In

at 2:20 of the first half. Nancy
Brady scored the goal for
Tech with an assist from
Nevada Estes. The twosome
was responsible for Tech's
second goal at 14:45 which
Sve the Gobblers a 2-0 lead at
lf-time.
JMU. usually stronger in
the first half, turned the tables
on their opposition in scoring
all their points in the latter
half. While JMU's steady
defense kept Tech at bay,
Cara Eiaenberg put one in at
7:00 to slice Teclr s lead in half
2-1. With less than three
minutes left, Mary Kate
Semmes found the goal
unassisted to knot the score at,
twoaphjge..

Due to the fact that both
JMU and Tech are Division I
teams the contest went into
overtime for ranking in the
state tournament The extra
time proved fruitless with
only two shots on goal by JMU
and one by Tech.
Once more the Duchesses
went into a stroke situation
and came up on the short end.
Tech's Dee D'Esposito was
the first to %Mpe hut JMU's
-Sue Deremer quickly matched that goal to tie the score
again 3-3. The rest of JMU's
attempts were blocked and
Tech's Brady put the final
goal in for the winning margin
margin of 4-3.
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Sao Paolo, Garber head Top Ten
Balance could be the key term in describing this year's
topsey-turvey, hard-fought intramural soccer race
By TIM HALL
Sigma Pi, Garber, Theta
Chi, and SPE registered
opening game wins to
highlight the first week of
men's intramural soccer.
Sigma Pi defeated Kappa
Sigma in Saturday's action;
Theta Chi took C.C.M.;
Garber beat Shorts in overtime and SPE was given a
forfeit over the now-defunct
R.O.T.C. squad.
In other first round action,
White defeated TKE, Sigma
Nu beat Weaver, Sao Paulo
ripped the Original Nods, and
the Piranha Brothers beat the
Andy Capps.
Balance could be the key
term in describing this year's
men's intra murals.

The Breeze's intramural soccer Top Ten
Despite their
opening
game
setback, the Andy
Capps are solid
and could come
back to fight for
the number one
spot.
In C league,
Theta Chi Red
will be tough, as
will the Sex
Pistols.
The
Leftovers
and
Dilligas are tops
in D league, while
Sigma Nu Black
and
White
Lightning should
be tough in E.

Ashby and the
Piranha Brothers
appear to be the
class of B league.
In
Chamfionship Division
, Sigma Pi will be
tough as will
Garber.
In
Division II, sigma
Nu and White will
battle for the top
spot.
Sao Paulo will
be tough to beat in
A
league,
receiving
their
toughest competition from the
Crispy Critters.

bitramurals:

tovers are the best of G
league.
in next week's intramural
page, we will have roundups
of both the men's and
women's cross country and
table tennis in addition to the
weekly soccer reports.
With only a few games
played, the Breeze Top Ten is
uncertain of this point but the
team rank as follows:
11 Sao Paulo
2> Garber
:s> Crispy Critters
4) Sigma Pi
5) OX
6) White
7) Sigma Nu
8) Piranha Brothers
») SPE
10) Andy Capps

the other side
of sports

OZs' Crooks first to be honored
The Breeze's

—

intramural athlete
of the month
By DAVID HERRELL
It may come as a surprise to some, but those
who know the intramural basketball champion
OZs' spark plug John Crooks understand why
he was picked as the first Breeze's intramural
athlete of the month.
Crooks, wno led Ms team (the OZ's) to the
school championship, averaged over 18 points
and 8 assists a game this year.
Along with Kent Berner and roommate Greg
Hughes, Crooks put this team of all-stars
together. Of the seven members on the OZ's,
six made either first or second team allintramural.
"I don't think if you put a team of all-stars
together that they could beat us," Crooks said.
A SENIOR from Wheaton, Maryland, Crooks
has played on successful teams since he was a
sophomore. As a sophomore he was a member
of the WEO's, a highly successful team. As a
junior he was a member of the Has Beens.
"Yeah I've played for a lot of good teams,
but the OZ's are by far the best I've played for.
Not only that, we're the best team Fve seen in
intramurals," Crooks said.
Going into the playoffs the OZs had never
been threatened in a game, but still were
lacking something according to Crooks.
"For some reason we weren't playing up to
par. We asked Bob Imre if he would coach us.
He was a really a calming factor for us, he
deserves the title as much as the team,"
Crooks said.
i

■

Crooks roommate and teammate Greg
Hughes, a member of the now defunct Dealers
has nothing but praise for him.
" LAST YEAR he helped us, the Dealers, out
by coaching," Hughes said. This year he
helped out in a more intricate way. He was a
team leader. The guy has nothing but class
Crooks feels the same way about Hughes
"Last year on the Dealers Greg worked as
hard as anyone in intramurals. I'll tell you
what, if Greg wouldn't have played for the OZ's
I wouldn't have either," Crooks said.
In winning the championship 73-64 over the
Hosers, Crooks fired in 24 points and dealt off
seven assists.
"I played pretty well, but I knew I could do
it, Crooks said. "There isn't anyone in intramurals who can stop me when I'm hot."
Although this statement seems a bit
egotistical, Crooks does admit Hoser guard
Mark Farris gives him trouble at times.
"Mark's a good player, he gives everyone
fits with his tenacious defense," Crooks said
"He's always given me trouble. It's like he
knows where I'm going.
CROOKS, known as "Seger" by his friends,
came to JMU as a freshman in 1976 with idea of
eating everyone up on the court.
1 learned my lesson pretty quick," Crooks
said. "So I started playing a lot of ball in the
gym and at the Rec Center. It helped me
tremendously."
Crooks found out he could play with the best
one day late in his sophomore year
"There was this guy at the Rec Center they
called Dentyne', man could that guy shoot "
Crooks said. "One day I really did well against
him and he came up to me afterwards and
patted me on the back and told me I could play
with anyone. That made me believe in
myself," Crooks said.
Crooks seems to have found himself pretty
well as is witnessed by his performance this
year. A senior. Crooks will be missed next year
in intramural.basketball.
\i*.- ,
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Carrier often acts as university 'fundraiser
By CINDY ELMORE
Most James Madison
University students are aware
that President Ronald Carrier
plays an active role in
securing state funds for JMU,
but most are unsure what his
role in Virginia actually
means.
In a random poll by The
Breeze to determine student
attitudes toward Carrier, 55
percent believe he is a visible
figure within Virginia as
president of- JMU, but few
knew the reasons why.
To obtain state funds for
JMU; Carrier first follows
budget guidelines to determine the university's needs
for each two-year period,
Administrative
Affairs
Director Dr. John Mundy
said.

Carrier gathers financial
information from all facets of
the university to ascertain its
needs, which usually, are
based on projected enrollment
estimates.
Not all university needs and
costs for projects are met by
the state, but Carrier must
continually maintain their
financing through other
means, Mundy added, such as
donations from philanthropic
groups, parents, alumnae,
educational charity foundations, and businesses.

for Higher Education in
Virginia (SCHEV), the state
Division of Planning and
Budget, Division of Buildings
and Engineering, and finally
to the state governor for
approval.
According to Mundy, when
the budget request is submitted. Carrier's major involvement with the process
begins.

HIS PERSONAL contact
and personal appeals to these
groups have been essential to
donations to the university.
Within the state, Carrier
sends a complete monetary
request to the State Council

(Continued from Page 1)
Sixty-five percent
of
students responded favorably
with positive opinions about
Carrier. Frequent answers
included Carrier's role in
expanding JMU in terms of
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If the budget request gets
bogged down, he may go to a
member of the legislature, the
senate finance committee, or

"It has been through his
influence and hard work that
the university has been funded
at the level it has," Mundy
said.
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programs, degrees and
recognition; his sincere,
friendly personality and good
rapport with student; and his
ability to acquire funds for
JMU.
OTHER STUDENTS wrote:
"He seems concerned about
all aspects of the university's
operation; even seemingly
trivial ones;" "I like the fact
that he has very progressive
ideas;" "I feel that he enables
himself to be a human being
as well as president;" "He
has a pretty wife."
Eighty-one percent of
students polled want Carrier
to know their individual
complaints about the administration of JMU, and 71
percent said they would make
an effort to inform Carrier of
these gripes.
Others said they would
rather go through lesser
channels to complain, such as
faculty senate, student
government,
other cij*
ministrators, Records Office,
or letters to The Breeze.
One student wrote, "Yes, I
would want Carrier to know
my complaints, but with all
the bureaucracy, it would
surely be ignored." Other
comments were: "I would let
him know about it. I know of
people who have before and
he's been very helpful to
them;" Definitely. It's his

reputation on the line if things
don't work,;" and,"A type of
mystique has been built
around him so that few ever
seek him out."
Fifty-five percent of
students believe Carrier is
visible within Virginia as the
president of a fairly large,
state-supported
university.
IN A RELATED question,
students were asked if they
believed Carrier's work is
important
to
JMU's
reputation and funding by the
Virginia General Assembly.
Thirty-five percent answered,
"Of paramount importance,"
40 percent said Carrier's work
is "Important when taken
with other university information," and 23 percent
said, "Important only if
Carrier makes it important."
No one answered "Not important at all." Two percent
did not answer the question.
Finally, 30 percent of
students polled were accurate
in estimating Carrier's annual
salary at between $40,000 and
$50,000. Carrier earns $46,000
a year.
Three percent estimated
$20,000 to $30,000, 12 percent
said $30,000 to $40,000, 36
percent said $50,000 to $60,000,
11 percent said $60,000 to
$70,000, and eight percent said
Carrier earns more than
$70,000 a year.

• Aide

%<$#?

I

directly to the governor,"
Mundy explained, adding that
this personal contact is
necessary when dealing with
persons in positions to give
funds.

* President
229 North Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
433-2721

Technics • Sanyo Plus

"He gets personally involved in an attempt to get
those figures along the line.
He must defend his requests to
review agencies. He has to do
this all the time to improve the
quality of existing programs.

434-4824
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(Continued from Page 1)
Liggett said Carrier is particular about the appearance of
campus and supervises all Buildings and Grounds projects and all
maintenance repair work.
The morning of the unexpected snowstorm last week, Carrier
walked around Wilson with administrative affairs director Dr.
John Mundy to shake off trees so the weight would not break the
branches, she added.
Carrier is concerned with faculty development and research
and sets up programs contributing to this, Mundy said. Carrier
also supervises the architecture and construction of all university
buildings. "He's right there in the early design plans. He walks
through the buldings under construction, noting things that need
to be done." Mundy said. "He has a tremendous attention to
detail."
A LARGE AMOUNT of the president's hours are spent lecturing. Carrier speaks at freshmen orientations. Parents Day
activities, reunions, and to various classes, special groups
visiting JMU. and commission and club meetings.
He has lectured at meetings or conventions as far as Denver,
Atlanta, Memphis, and cities in Delaware and Florida, but also
has spoken to statewide groups throughout Virginia, usually
related to economic matters. "He loves to speak to bankers,"
Liggett said. Carrier received he doctorate in economics.
Student interests claim much of Carrier's time and attention as
well, Liggett said.
The president takes a personal interest in students and has no
objections to seeing students about complaints, although he may
, want them to go through lower channels first, she added. "Maybe
another group could handle the situation better, but he hopes
students feel he's available.
Although the number of students actually coming to talk with
Carrier has decreased over the last few years, he still finds out
about most student complaints in other ways, and investigates the
problem through the proper dean, Liggett said.
i DON'T KNOW of any instance when students have tried to
see Carrier and couldn't," Mundy said. "He's quick to listen to
suggestions from students and spends a great deal of time on the
campus. It seems to me, that even a freshman would recognize
him

■+m
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Classifieds
For Sale
P.A. SYSTEM: 14 channel
Tapco 6100RB Mixer Board
with Flight case; Tapco 500
power amp; 2 Cerwin Vega V32 speaker cabinets. Excellent
condition. Sell all or separate.
434-6407 after 5:00 p.m.
WIN
A
NEW
YORK
WEEKEND FOR TWO: Buy a
raffle ticket from Sigma
Alpha Iota in the P.O. lobby
Oct. 15-19 for 50 cents.
STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Discount on over 40 brands.
Full warreuty and free set-up
service. Call Bob 4498.
COLLEGE TYPING and
editing services. Typing and
editing of term papers, theses
and otter reports. Free pick
up and delivery. 828-3357.
FOR SALE: JMU Housing
Contract for female. Don't
wait until Spring, buy now and
avoid the rush and hassle.
Phone
433-1240.
NATURAL FOODS COOKING
CLASS: Learn to cook simple
inexpensive meals. Taught by
Internationally known
vegetarian cook. 6 lessons per
course. $20. 433-8937 for info.
FOR SALE: Pioneer cassette
player (car)-$40.00. Like new
condition, automatic reverse
feature, tone & balance
controls. Call Charlene 4338810.

For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT:
Bridgewater—femalekitchen priv., utilities ineluded. 828-3480
FOR RENT: Room in nice
split level home for rent.
Bicyling distance from JMU.
Washer-dryer. Call Joe at 4348346.

By Scott Worner

AAadisonman
IDOL WORSHIPPING'.
tvefiv WEEKEND MANV
3TI/0EWT3 BOW BET0RE,
AMD MAKE MASS
SACRIFICES
TO THE...

WHAT REVIOION
•s Pfwcncro
SY MDRK....

J.M.U. Stu
THAN" ANY* ©TWER
RELIGION ON CAWU3?

By Andy Bldck

Ermine

ONE OF US SHOULDN'T
5E HERE/

zr

o <

4, <%}<£ V>

By Matt Wagner

Our Hero

nAX HAS &UrtR-Pou)E-R* QAl pufc UJOPVL.C'. feuT bMT uiu- H£ DO UJITH THCH\?
iLD GO ON £0 SULLIVAN ANDSlMZdD'SLYADIT OHD£LL JTTUAST
Cjau.WOU THAT IVt BOUGHT
£*£S\M
LOOKS L/K£ J'A? STUCK I LL B£
THIS NIFTY C0ST0HL I'V6
nND MAKE. WU-I0W* OR I „ ,
G0T
T0 COULD &£0)rt£ A SUfcK-HCRO!

OTu^r

Wanted
MEN!
WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS!: American. Foreign.
No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept K-2, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
96362.
WANTED: One female to
share furnished 3 bedroom
twinhouse with 2 others.
Washer-dryer, air, pool,
within walking distance of
JMU. $125 a month plus one
third utilities. 434-9801.

MatT:'ftA.P. i SCIENTIST" j

Wings
ytfvCOMe To PACE THE PRDBLfAl
OvB. GUEST TODAy 15 t>£. Witty
DANiGLS, WHO STATES HEA.VV
PbT-SMOWrt& IS COMpLETcLy
HARMLESS. weL^DOCToA^wooto)

By Mark Legan
uw.
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M rfi y/flt <s .TO .. HA - ///?t g xcuse
m... um... wvfS? */*5 I ? 00P& 1

-* s"u*o "y Wren.

-ft. DAN 16 L*

H£7*
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nof^y^hl.. OH iA/o*J..ieo<
THOSE POJ&LBS.' rue
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Personals
TO THE RUGBY CLUB:
YOUR very own personal fan
club wishes you the bestest of
best hick this weekend against
Western Suburbs. Slaughter
'em!
ISTARI: I can use any advice
you have for me. Why did you
tell me to be careful??!
GUESS WHO.
SHENANDOAH VALLEY'S
FIRST RECORD CONVENTION: will be held on
Saturday, October 20, from
10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m., at the
Sheraton Inn, East Market
Street. Thousands of records,
tapes and other music related
Hems will be available. One
record will be given to the first
25 people, and admission is
only $1.00. This is your best
chance to pick up anything
from rock to country to soul
Abo special appearance by
country music star Harry
Synder.
(Continued on Page 21)

Roommates

By Tom Arvis
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Classifieds

Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

(Continued from Page 20)

i see. so
WIZARD: Get busy. HOT
NUMBER (previously Mr.
Wonderful).
GIFFORD GUYS:
Cohabitation...7 hour road
trip...the beer wagon..."It's a
bit
nip! "...Little
Bear
Mt... midnight swim...Heath
Bar bet...traditional pancakes. . .goggles
and
cheetos..."He's picking trails
now!".. Country Roads
solo...green M & M's ...I've
never seen so many stars
before!".. .snow.. .apple
cake...deer tracks...Brandy...
"nuggie nuggie"...western
Maryland
field
shrew...Bagheads from
Bagdad.. The House that John
built...Deep
Creek
Lake... remember. ..C, SI,
DEB.LA.LUC.
NO NUKES!!: All persons
interested in safe energy are
invited to attend a meeting
sponsored by Piedmont
Alliance For Safe Energy
Tues. 23 Oct. at 7:00 in Miller
Hall Auditorium. Call 5326 for
more
information.
FLANNEL SHIRT: I still
want you on a cold winter's
day after the Geese have
flown away. I'm chipping
away for that day. Remember
till then. ROLLING PASTA
YVONNE B.: Happy 20th on
the 20th. Wild Y we love you
lots! YOUR NOT SO SECRET
ADMIRERS.
C101A BACKSTREETS: Glad
to have you aboard! Looking
forward to gettin' wasted in
the heat! B304 THUNDER
ROAD.
REX: Have a great time at
home...tell your folks and
Sugar hi for me. y» ya
Sunday night! SWIFTY.
DAVEY (BOB'S LITTLE
BROTHER): Why did you do
it??! Oh well, what's done is
done.
Besides,
you're
beginning to look more like
yourself every day! LOVE,
SAN.
GUESS WHO: I'm looking
forward to this Friday. You
are probably a better cook
than you think. Why are you
so interested in the other
Istari? Everything he knows I
have known for years because
I am the Older and the Wiser
of the Council. The Istari
knows more OF me than he
knows about me. The answers
to your questions few know.
How about a souffle and crepe
suzzette with baked alaskin.
WIZARD.
TO THE "CHUMPS" IN
DINGLEDINE A302: A lot of
people have always wondered
what it is really like to live
with a "Breezer." Just think
all of you have had the
privilege of experiencing it
firsthand. Thanks for your
patience, semi-understanding
and great ideas. Sorry about
the phone calls, the "that
would make a great story
bit," the paronia of being
quoted, and all my reporter
infatuations. All of you are one
in a million. Even Woodward
and Bernstein had to start
somewhere. "SCOOP."
TOLYNNE<WITHAN "E"):
Hey Baby! Hope you have a
great birthday—you're finally
legal and not a baby! LOVE
YA, SUITEMATE SNEAD.
FREE BUS: The SGA is
sponsoring a free bus to
downtown Harrisonburg and
Valley Mall this Saturday.
The bus will leave on the hour
from 12-5 departing from
Gibbon's Dining Hall.
To THE GIRL WHO OWES
MK BROWNIES: I'm still
waiting and I'm getting

LOOK, I REALLY HAVE TO

tDSAYlTSA

WTHIUKTHIS POSSIBILITY, HE
.GUY ANDREWS CALLEDHEREA
jWHTHAVE fa JOT BEFORE PUKE
- HIRED +4 fe LEFT FOR

' PU^£? 51 M

IRAN..

=ft G0N0W.7ONK.IHOPEYOU
p

HNPHIM, I REALLY DO DUKE
HAS BEEN MI6HTY GOOD TO
METHROU6H
THS YEARS.
/

OKAY.
THANKS
FOR EVERYTHING,
BRENNER.

GLAD U HELP, MAN.
GIVE ME ANOTHER
CALL IN A FEU CMS.
I60TAQUE6WN
J3RTWONHIS
ESTATE.
/

HIS
ESTATE,
BRENNER?

YEAH, I
RJUNDSOME
SNEAKERSI
THINK eetONb

TOW.
/

io-n 1 *\ ^^(
Y0UMEANWE
GUY WHO GOT SHOT
INIRAN7IMAFMIP
DOR PUKE.
ILWNTKNOUnfc
REMEMBER? GENTLEMAN, SON.

0UK5.
AMBASSA-

J

($S*^ CU3^
BUTITSANOW. RAGe! MY UNCLE'S
\ BEEN MISSINGFOR
: OVER A MONTH
NQW/j

I KNOW.
MR. HARRIS,
ANDIM
SORRY.

HESAFORMER
U.S AMBASSADOR'. DOESNT
THEPReSlDENT
EVEN CARE?

^
OF COURSE
HE DOES, SIR.
BUT THESE
INQUIRIES
TAKETTME-

LITTLE GIRL: I will always
be there when you need me to

ALSO, TO BE PERFECTLY FRANK, MR
HARRIS, YOUR. UNCLE'S USTOF
ADMIRERS IN THIS TOWN IS A
SHORT ONE. RJ6HTN0W,WEARE
TRYING TO AVOID ACTIONS WHICH
,MIGHTBEPOUT/CALLY
UNPOPULAR.

IFtTHAOBEEN OKAY, OKAY.
YOUINFRONT
mSPRjNG
OF THAT RONS FORSOME
SQUAD. TM
FLOWERS.
SURE- %
/

MAYBE AFTER
BUTIJUST
NEWHAMPSWRE.
WANTVKNOW LETS JUST SEE
IF HES ALIVE! HOWITGOES.

I

By Bill Rechin and Brant Parker

Crock

JUNGLELAND: Were not
hard to find—just hang a right
at Asbury Park; The Boss and
the Big Man will find you.
B304 THUNDER ROAD.
PICK: So what if I miss the
trip this weekend. You're
going too!!
Phenomenal
attack boys much? "Hi" just
isn't enough anymore, huh!!

MR. ANDREWS, I HAPPEN TO
KNOW YOU'VE KNOWN DUKE FOR
YEARS. I HOPE YOU WONT REPUDIATE AN OLP FRIENDSHIP
SIMPLY BECAUSE IT MIGHT EMBARRASS YOUR COMPANY!

WIZARD: At the time I didn't
realize that I didn't stay in one
place for 5 minutes. You.'re
right on occassion so therefore
I'll take your word about the
picture. Hope this thing
Friday night doesn't turn into
a disaster! Hey, you better
slow down! GUESS WHO.
DEAREST DUCKY: You bet I
wanna! Just don't break'my
dial-a-matic, OK?! Je t'aime

HOOVER: Tonites the night!
I've got the Peaches and
whipped cream. Wanna
supply the Cherry? No matter
what you are...(You know the
rest)
DUCKY.
JACQUES LE BIZARRE
AND ROOMIE: Leave my
Ducky alone! Look.under the
feathers and you'll see legs,
KaKyt Tdkihirfl Dallas and

B304 THUNDEROAD:
Look, enough of these coy
directions. I just want you to
know that I am really impressed that you have
mastered Brucespeak but
seriousl.y don't you think that
I'f I really wanted to find out
where Thunderoad was I
could. How else could I give
such
quick
replies?
:<26Jungleland
Dr.Mark: Write personnek
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Baseball v. soaps

Black leaders embrace PLO
Editor's note: The following editorial is the
first of two expressing different viewpoints on
the value and effects of the recent trips by
Black U.S. leaders to the Middle East.

it

By MARK SUTTON
It was indeed a strange day. Ten years after
John Lennon's peace campaign had ended,
Pope John Paul II seemed intent on having one
of his own. Speaking to huge crowds in Ireland,
he urged the people to turn from the violence of
the Irish Republican Army, the second most
famous terrorist group in the world. At the
same time, thousands of miles away, the
Reverend Jesse Jackson was embracing
Yasser Arafat, who leads the worlds most
famous terrorist group, the Palestine
Liberation Organization.
It is too bad that Jackson's conduct was not
as responsible as the pope's. Through his
actions in the Middle East, 'he has embarrassed both himself and the United States.
Jackson seems intent on continuing the game
of "open mouth, insert foot" that characterized Andrew Young's tenure as the United
States' Ambassador to the United Nations.
It was Young's firing from his UN ambassadorship that prompted Jackson's trip. As
did other black leaders, Jackson felt that the
Carter administration had sacrified Young to
the powerful Jewish lobby. Jewish leaders
denied this, but to no avail. So Jackson and
other black leaders, including Congressional
Delegate Walter Pauntroy, set out on what was
ostensibly a "fact finding mission" to the
Middle East.
This tour resembled nothing so much as an
American presidential campaign, with
Jackson especially grandstanding for the
reporters. In fact, during his tour of a
Palestinian refugee camp, rather that talk to
the people there, he concentrated on issuing
statements and posing for the cameras. One
Jew who was in Jackson's party charged that
Jackson "came as a prosecuting attorney,"
and that he did "not care one bit about the
Israeli point of view." Jackson was quoted as
replying, "I am sick and tired of hearing about
the Holocaust and having the United States put
in the position of a guilt trip."
Verbal gaffes, however, can be left for later.
First let us take a quick glance at the man
Jackson was seen embracing: Yasser Arafat
Arafat is the leader of the most ruthless band
of terrorists and murderers to have disgraced
this century. Even the Nazis were not indiscriminate in their killing—which is the one
thing that most characterizes PLO terrorism.
If Yasser Arafat could be brought before an
unbiased court, he would certainly be convicted and sent to the gallows for war crimes

and crimes against humanity. Can anyone
forget the damage wrought by the PLO at the
- 1972 Munich Olympics, or during innumerable
skyjackings and bombings, or from their intervention in the Lebanese civil war, or the
havoc brought down in Jordan in the early
70's?
This brings us to another of Jackson's incredible verbal fauxpas. Jackson, who I used
to assume was an educated man, attempted to
minimize the suffering that the Jews endured
during the Holocaust by saying that more nonJews died during that period. This is of course
true, considering the fact that the Whermacht
killed some 32 million Russians from 1941 to
1945, while the SS managed to execute a mere 6
million Jews in the 1933—1945 period. The
difference? The Jews, unlike the Russians,
never had a chance. They did not die on the
battlefront, but in the gas chambers.
In continuing his perverse game of fix the
numbers, Jackson stated that some 60 billion
blacks died during the American slavery era.
Is Jackson trying to foist on us a notion that
perhaps some 60 billion blacks were executed
during the slavery era? It is common
knowledge that slaves were economic
property, and one does not exterminate one's
economic assets. The slaves who died during
"The slave era," which, to be realistic,
stretched from the beginning of time until
around 1875, died of the same things that
everybody else did: disease, old age and the
Sneral harshness of life. Their experiences
s nothing to do with the Holocaust, and one
wonders just who Jackson is trying to kid with
such distorted and misleading "facts" like
these. Perhaps it is Jesse Jackson, and not the
Jews, who is suffering from a "persecution
complex," something which he has accused
them of.
Finally, let us deal with Jackson's assertion
that, "American blacks have 15 million
registered voters" who would not tolerate a
pro-Israeli policy that could bring the U.S. into
a Middle East war or reduce the flow of Arab
oil to America. "We have a moral and legal
right to say this, because in both cases the
people I represent would be the first ones to
die, or the first ones to go cold in the winter,"
Jackson said.
This statement was issued at a time when
Congress was readying a bill which would give
fuel stamps to the poor, in addition to the food
and commodity stamps they already recieve.
When Jesse Jckson was touring a refugee
camp in the Israeli-occupied West Bank, he
said that "I know this camp. When I smell the
stench of the open sewers, this is nothing new
to me. This is where I grew, up." Unfortunately, his conduct in the Middle East
makes one wonder if he ever really did.

By KEVIN CROWLEY
Racing along the path between the library and the airport
terminal (Warren University Union), I nearly wiped out two coeds and kicked a squirrel parked stubbornly in my way. /
, ..Picking my way down those railroad-tie steps (why^ 1
constructs steps out of rail-road ties is beyond me, but the }
great fun in the winter), I nearly lost it completely when I
on my untied shoestring.
It didn't matter. It was playoff time. The Pittsburg Pirates
were meeting the Cincinnati Reds in game two of the National
League Championship series and as a baseball fan, no, enthusiast, wait, better still, fanatic, I was anxious to watch the
game on the wide screen television in the campus center.
It was 4:20 when I left my class (the game started at 3:30 p.m.)
and I knew it had taken at least four seconds to get there from
Burruss.
Rushing into the T.V. area I noticed the players weren't even
dressed out. They seemed to be just milling around the clubhouse.
After putting on my glasses and walking closer to the screen,
however, I concluded that this wasn't the game at all.. .it was a..
.no, it couldn't be. . .a Soap Opera.
"Excuse me." I asked, the serene, mostly female crowd,
"Would you all mind if I changed over to the baseball game? Ya
see the Reds and the. . ."
"NO!"
"Sit down!"
Quickly I hid myself in a front row seat, sinking low and biting
my lip. What was I going to do? I loved baseball. I loved the
playoffs, but these girls would rip me apart if I got within twenty
yards of that dial.
A commercial came and I darted for the controls.
"Oh, looks like the snow's over. Hey, we'll be sure and tune in
tomorrow, right girls for the exciting conclusion of..."
Just then a 13 and a half pound literature book nailed me in the
small of the back and a girl, who I swear played linebacker for the
Bears, stepped over my fallen body waving the book in a not
entirely friendly manner.
"Look pal," she warned, "we've been patient with you up to this
point, but if you go near that dial again we're all going to plug you
into that electrical outlet over there and watch you glow."
"Now," she continued, "Judith is about to have an operation for
those terrible migraine headaches she gets every time she's with
Bill, the milkman, who she really loves, but who is dying from a
terminal hangnail."
"The problem is she didn't have enough money for the
opera tion. so she had to sell her illegitimate child, which.
Fortunately, the commercials ended and the show began before
she could finish.
In good time the soap ended and I got\to watch the game in
peace.
The only positive aspects of my encounter with the "Soapies" is
the knowledge that most of the World Series games will be shown
on prime time and an understanding that, no matter how much
you hate someone's Soap, you can't change their Dial.
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Readers' Foru
Example of poor leadership, poor coverage
To the editor:
The Chrysalis controversy
is an example of poor
leadership in the Student
Government Association and
poor coverage by The Breeze.
_ Last week I collected
signatures
to
support
Chrysalis, the creative
magazine for and by JMU
students. I met the SGA
senator from Ashby, and he
told me the SGA finance
committee and senate knew
more about Chrysalis funding
than the student body. This
begs several questions:
1. What did the SGA finance
committee
know
about
Chrysalis that it would not
share with the student body?
The committee shut its
proceedings and voted behind
closed doors on Oct. 4,
rejecting the magazine's
request for $840.
Gil Salyer, chairman of the
finance committee later told
The Breeze "We did not feel
that Chrysalis benefited many
students. Student imput led us
to believe it was not very
popular." Marvelous, Mr.
Salyer. You never asked nie
or the 122 other students who
signed a petition backing
Chrysalis.
2. Why did the SGA senate
so easily accept Mr. Salyer's
argument at the second
meeting? He told the SGA on
Oct. 9, "The (finance) committee did not feel that the
Chrysalis magazine showed
improvement from last year's
convention." Mr. Salyer
quoted SGA article nine which

must have been written on
stone tablets. Nowhere is it
recorded that any SGA
senator asked, "What proof do
you have that Chrysalis did
not improve last year? How
will the editors of Chrysalis
waste their travel money? On
Klane tickets? Or will it be for
otel rooms?" Obviously such
flagrant waste of the second
proposal of $365 must be
firevented, according to the
inance committee.
The Breeze coverage of SGA
is not exactly sparkling,
either. There should be two
reporters covering the student
government. One writer could
cover SGA senate sessions,
while the other attends important committee meetings,
fiarticularly those of the
inance committee.
The finance committee is
the most powerful group in the
SGA besides the executive

council. That is obvious,
because many requests for
money go to that committee.
The Breeze should publish the
names of committee members
and tell us if they are elected
or appointed members. Also
what are their qualifications?
Moreover, The Breeze
should improve its layout on
SGA stories. My suggestion is
to print a weekly box score on
SGA funds. How much is in the
SGA treasury? How much is
spent? Who asks for the
students' money?
Furthermore, the SGA must
clean up its act. Committee
meetings should be better
publicized. Some of its funds
for publicity should be earmarked for advertising
committee meetings. The
perhaps more students will
attend committee sessions,
and the SGA will be more
responsive to students.

Shorts parking privilege
To the editor:
Upon returning to Shorts
Half this past evening, I was
faced once again with the
task, yes the dreaded task, of
parking my car. First I drove
to the lovely circular
driveway in front of the Lake
Complex. I drove down one
lane and then around the other
wildly searching for a spot,
sadly to no avail. I then
journeyed across the road to P

'The party's over*
By MARK LEGAN
You can argue with me all you want.
You can tell me about head colds, acne, fever blisters and
broken legs. But, I still insist, that there is nothing harder to
recover from than a weekend on this campus. Broken bones can
mend. A face can clear up. But YOU try to bring back a couple
hundred brain cells.
The party's over. You open you eyes and you panic. All you see
is total blackness. You've gone blind! You had no idea two cases
of Olympia beer could do that. As you start worrying about
passing typing class, you try to sit up. No luck. You can't move.
Olympia has paralyzed you, too. You'll definitely have to drop
gym now.
Just as you're about to ask God what the story is, you realize
you passed out under the couch. You move out slowly and roll into
a large puddle.
"Please, let it be beer," you mumble to yourself.
As your eyes focus, you wonder what happened to your room. It
lookes like it was flushed, but you don't care. You had a good
party. You see a pile of Budweiser cans moving. You know it's one
of your roommates, Gator.
"Gator?" you ask. Your mouth feels like a wool mitten.
"What time did the terrorists arrive?" he asks, not moving
anymore.
"Terrorists? What the—"
"Don't tell me there weren't any terrorists in here! I saw them!
Sixty Cubans!"
God knows what he's been smoking.
You praise the Lord and try to walk to the bathroom. Boy, you
;. hate Sunday mornings. You open the door and see one of your
suitemates, John.
"Hey John. How's it going?"
He Hist stares at you in amazement.
"John! What's up? Why are you staring?"
He swallows hard.
"John! I got better things to do with my Sunday morning than
watch you stare—"
"That's just it, he blurts out.
"That's why I'm staring. We thought all of you were dead. It's
not Sunday, man. It's Monday."
"All right. I slept a whole day No big thing. So it's Monday."
"Yeah But. of SECOND SEMESTER!!"

lot. which is designated half
for commuters and half for
residents. I drove like mad to
the lot, only to find no spaces
and a lone car parked in the
center lane at the end with at
least teo tickets waving at me
from underneath the windshield wipers. Poor guy, he
parked in a "loading zone."
Since there is nothing in front
of the car but an open field, I
guess they were loading the
evergreen trees. Who knows?
I backed up and began driving
to the opposite end of the lot.
Off in the distance. I caught a
glimpse of half a parking lot
totally empty. It was getting
closer and closer, like a
dream come true, an oasis in
the midst of a desert. About
the time I was rudely
awakened as the front end of
my car plowed into a chain
stretched across the lot.
Finally, I managed to free my
fenders and once again began
to scout for a space. This time
I went to the lot beside
Chandler. I Was disappointed.
I intended to search out other
possibilities but found myself
quite shaken from the experience, dizzy from driving
in circles, and on the verge of
nausea from carsickness. I
drove to the nearest yellow curb, parked the car and
rushed to my room before I
got ill.
Oh well, what's
another ticket? After all, I
can get five before I lose my
so
called.
"PARKING
PRIVILEGE"
To many this may just be a
humorous story, but to the
residents of the Lake Complex
it has become an everyday
nightmare. I do not feel it is
fair to use the parking area for
the sole use of commuters. I
am not saying commuters do
not need parking spaces, but I
believe a better arrangement
can be made to benefit both
commuters and residents. As
it stands now we are paying
unnecessary parking fines
and if not that, forced to park
in outer Mongolia.
Sherrv Shiffktt
...

SGA committee and senate
sessions should not be closed
to the public. The finance
committee's vote on the
Chrysalis is such an example.
We did not elect our SGA to
make private decisions about
spending our money.
Finaly, the SGA's front end
budgeting should be completed earlier in April. Last
spring some organizations
had their requests slashed
after the last regular edition

of The Breeze. Only because a
special Breeze was printed did
students learn about cuts in
the yearbook and newspaper
budgets. It would not surprise
me if that happened again, this
year.
If there aren't changes in
the SGA funding procedures,
students will continue to be
socked,
like
Chrysalis
magazine was.
William Sullivan

*Keep running at JMU*
To the editor:
I am a student at Central
Washington University in the
state of Washington, and I had
the unpleasant experience of
reading Julie Summers' article "Building the Body,
Ignoring the Mind." (The .
Breeze, Sept. 28).
Being
myself a runner and a
graduated political science
major, I find it refreshing and
exciting to see so many people
taking a new wholistic approach to life. It infuriates me
to read articles criticizing an
activity or event that an
author seems to know very
little about. It is quite clear,
Julie, that you fit quite
comfortably
into
this
category.
How running is in any way
related to the current problem
of American complacency
completely baffles me. I for
one agree that political
awareness among students on
college campuses is quite low,
but I hardly concur with the
idea that giving up running is

going to solve a problem that
most experts see as being
created by selfish American
business interests and our
unchecked rape of world
resources.
Ms. Summers' claim that
being physically fit is not an
intellectual experience seems
to be quite erroneous.
Statistics show that most
runners are found to belong to
the educated class of
America. Many of the nations
congressmen are not only avid
runners, but marathoners!
And how about the Com
mander-in-Chief?
Isn't he
America's number one runner?
Come on Julie, I dare you to
put on a pair of Nikes for a
month and experience the
world you've been criticizing.
I assure you that you would be
enlightened enough to regret
that you had ever written your
"blasphemous" article.
(Keep on running at JMU!!!)
Matt KnuLson

Interviewing questioned
To the editor:

My concern is with the
credibility of the recent
"Update" on the enforcement
of policy in Residence Halls
(The Breeze, Oct. 12).
Although the article is supposed to be a reflection of how
well Head Residents and
Resident Advisors are doing
their jobs, it is more a
reflection of the incompetence
of the reporter assigned to the
article.
The interviewing for the
article began with, and I
believe consisted only of, one
phone call made to one Head
Resident three hours after the
article was due in the Breeze
office. At that time, the
reporter informed me that I
was the only Head Resident
available for questioning.
During our conversation it
became clear to me what this
individual was seeking. He
wanted me to supply him with
quick and simple statements
which would allow him to
reiterate last year's article. I
would not provide him with
the
-verification
he
desperately wanted, instead I
denied
many
of
the
statements he made concerning policy enforcement. I
requested that he not use my
name only
because
it was
► i«
-.., •

obvious that his article was
not going to be an accurate
account of what I was saying.
I can accept his distortion of
what was said during our
phone call especially when it
appears in a short, incohesive
article consisting of three
haphazard paragraphs. What
is most disgruntling to the
residents of Eagle, the R.A.s
of Eagle, and myself is his
direct quoting of an R.A. I
question his source of information for such an incriminating statement. This
statement was not made by an
Eagle R.A. and I doubt this
reporter even contacted an
Eagle resident. As Head
Resident of Eagle Hall, I feel
it necessary to set the record
straight if the Breeze cannot.
The Eagle staff is well trained
and highly competent and
capable of handling their job
responsibilities including the
enforcement of University
policies. The article attempted to make us feel guilty
for negligence of our job
responsibilities. In reality, it
displays the reporter's own
negligence and irresponsibility ui getting accurate
and complete information to
his readers.
Cindy
Esposito.
Head
Resident Eagle HaU
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Academic life in London focuses on activities
'It means a lot more when you $ee something instead of reading about it'
~\
editor's note: Twenty-eight
James Madison University
students are spending the
semester in London as part of
the university's foreign study
program. Dwayne Yancey,
1978-79 editor of The Breeze
and one of the students involved, provides this report.
By DWAYNE YANCEY
LONDON, Sept. 28—Kelly
Wittenauer never had a class
meet on a Friday night before.
And she's never had a class
where semi-formal attire was
required.
But then she's never been to
a world premiere before, in
this case the National Theatre
(London's gigantic version of
the
Kennedy
Center)
production of Shakespeare's
"Richard HI." ,
This is a full-fledged event.
For society matrons it's a
time to promenade in long
dresses and furs, or watch the
sun set over the city while
sipping wine on a balcony
overlooking
the
River
Thames.
For
Kelly—and
other
students in JMU's Semester in
London program—it's also
Shakespeare class. And for
most of them, it's the third
play they've seen this week. In
addition, they've toured the
area that was the chief theater
district in Shakespeare's day,
♦be Smithfield section of
London (famous for its hams
long before Virginia), and a
museum.
That schedule would make
an intensive, but memorable,
vacation, but it's a typical
school week for the JMU
students here.
BUT DON'T get the idea
that school here involves
nothing more than going to
theater and touring the city.
After "Richard III," these
students won't hit the pubs or
the nightclubs. They won't
even go back to their hotel to
go to sleep.

play.
Field trips are less important in the philosophy and
government classes, though
the latter will attend sessions
of Parliament and watch a
trial (where the judges and
attorneys still wear powdered
wigs).

Their assignment is to
review the play and, just like
the critics for the London
press, their review must be
written immediately after the
show so that it can be in the
professor's hands by 8:30 the
next morning.
Obviously, academic life on
JMU's "other campus" bears
little resemblance to school in
Harrisonburg. Besides independent studies,
the
Semester in London program
offers only six classesBritish Art, British Law and
Politics, British Philosophy,
British Theater,, Shakespeare
and London in Literature. The
first four are taught by British
professors, the latter two by

Dr. Ralph Cohen of JMU's
English department and
director of the London
program.
The course offerings may
change every semester. Dr.
Roger
Hall
of
communication arts department
will accompany the group
spring semester.
Although the program uses
facilities at the University of
London (classrooms, library,
and recreational building, it is
independent of any British
university.
This way JMU is able to
retain control over grading
standards and curriculum,
Cohen explains. Also, the
British school year does not
correspond to the American
school year.
ONE FEATURE of life in
the Semester in London
program is the irregular
schedule that sometimes
takes up the nights but leaves

In spite of classes meeting
only once a week, the
school work "really takes up
more time than classes at
JMU," says Ginny Hostetter,
a sophomore music major.
"When you first come over
here you really have to realize
you're going to have to work.
That's the hard part because
you think you're on vacation."

the day free. The classes
themselves meet only once a
week (Mondays or Tuesdays),
and then for 1V4—3 hours
each. The heart of the
program's academic life is in
activities.
The Shakespeare class will
see 13 plays, including five
during a three day trip in
November to the bard's
hometown of Sfrauord-uponAvon. The theater class will
see an additional 17 performances.
Each week the art class
tours a gallery and the London
in Literature class (which
studies references to the city
in various literary works)
visits a different part of
London,—for example, the
Magpie and Stump
pub
mentioned in Dickensf "Pickwick Papers," or the site of
the Bartholomew Fair, a
rowdy outdoor market of
centuries past about which
Ben Jonson wrote a famous

KELLY WITTENAUER , a
junior communication arts
major, agrees "People think,
'on, you're so lucky. You hang
out at pubs all the time,' but
we're not."
"School here is more time
consuming," says Monica
Bober,
a
junior
communication arts major,
"because you have to get to
where you have to be—from
the hotel to the theater or the
art gallery."
With classes sometimes
running from 9:30 to 5 on
Mondays and Tuesdays and
activites scheduled the rest of
the week, "the only time you
really have to work on your
own is the weekends," says
Hostetter.
Even though students agree
the Semester in London
program is more time consuming, they also agree it's
more fun than school in
Harrisonburg.

professors tend to require
more reading than do their
American counterparts.
"They seem to be used to
students who are more
disciplined," says Carter.
"The philosophy professor
assigns a lot of reading but if
we said anything about it
being too much he'd say

'School her-e
is more
time consuming*
'you're kidding?'"
Classes in Britain also involve more writing than the
ones in America. To British
professors, tests are virtually
unknown. The grade for a
class is based on one or two
papers.
"It's depressing to sit in
your hotel room in London and
read when you know you'd
rather
be
out
doing
something," says Bober. But
she notes that living uv the
same building with everyone
else in the class has a "keep
up with the Joneses" effect.
"You see that everyone else is
working and you feel you
should be reading too."
When the group arrived in
London in early September,
Cohen told them they'd have
to keep reminding themselves
they were in school.
In spite of the extra work,
that's sometimes true. Ex
pecially when the class
assignment is to attend a
world premiere.
It's not often that a
professor suggests that class
Be cancelled and the students
say no, but that's exactly what
happened this week in JMU's
Semester in London program.
Art professor Brian Allen
was setting up a slide
projector in the classroom
JMU uses when he discovered
that the projector's plug

'People think 'oh you We so lucky.
You hangout at pubs all the time,
but we're not*
The activities make the
material "come alive for
you," says Sally Metcalf, a
senior business management
major. "Even someone who
hates English would love this
class (London in Literature)."
And for those students
taking classes in their major,
it's even more exciting. In art
history classes at JMU, one
studies slides of famous
paintings, notes Patty Chick,
a senior art major. But here,
one sees the actual work.

Ptioto by Dwayne Yancey

ON THE WAY to London's National Theatre
production of Shakespeare's "Richard III,"
Ann Sucher pauses on the Waterloo Bridge.

Students had to review the play as an
assignment for their Shakepeare class.

"IT JUST means a whole lot
more when you see something
instead of reading about it,"
>ays J.G. Carter, a junior
English major in his first
semester at JMU since
transferring from Virginia
Commonwealth University. "I
saw John Keats' house, I saw
the bed he died in, I saw where
the tree was that he wrote
"Ode to a Nightingale" under."
Part of the reason for more
schoolwork is that British

would not fit the outlet.
Unable to find an adapter, he
was prepared to cancel class
when students suggested class
be moved to the hotel where
JMU students are living, a few
minutes walk away.
Allen agreed, only to
discover that the plug
wouldn't fit the outlet there,
either.
Once more he was ready to
cancel class, but once more
students
suggested
an
alternative—one of the
bedrooms, which did have the
proper outlet.
Students had to sit on the
beds or on the floor, but no one
seemed to mind the unusual
classsroom. Said Burrell
afterwards. "I felt right at
home."
Editor's note: Students interested in the Spring
Semester-In-London program
should contact Roger Hall in
the Communication Arts
Depart meal.

